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REIMAGINED LUXURY,
JUST THE WAY
YOU WANT IT
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RIVER CRUISE
IN RELAXED LUXURY
There are so many ways to explore the world but nothing compares
to the “just right” feel of an Avalon cruise. Offering exquisite service
that’s professional, friendly and comfortable (never stuffy!), our ships
become the perfect home away from home.
Cruises have been designed to include all the right things that we
know are important to your cruise enjoyment, while still leaving room
for your own preferences. It’s the difference between expensive
all-inclusive options and just the right level of inclusive.
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.

Luxurious Accommodation All meals on board inc. Beer & Wine
Sightseeing with Certified Local Guides
Exclusive Local Favourites Gratuities & Port Charges Included

AVALONWATERWAYS.COM.AU
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South Africa
Our top 5 tips

Health & wellness Relax and rejuvenate
Luxury travel Holidays with style
River cruising Europe, Asia & more
PLUS: HOW YOU COULD WIN A $40,000 ADVENTURE HOLIDAY!

Bridge to Nowhere,
Whanganui National Park

WIN A
FAMIL TO
NEW ZEALAND

traveltrade.newzealand.com

Become a Bronze Specialist
by 31 July and you’re in the
draw to win. Supported by

WE KNOW NEW ZEALAND’S A GREAT PLACE.
WE WANT YOU TO KNOW TOO.
Our 100% Pure New Zealand Specialist Programme offers great benefits
and opportunities for people who sell New Zealand as a destination.
Why become a 100% Pure New Zealand
Specialist?

How to achieve a 100% Pure New Zealand
Specialist status

• Improve your knowledge of New Zealand so you can build
‘must do’ itineraries
• Boost your ability to plan and sell New Zealand holidays
• Gain credibility with clients through a certificate and use of the
100% Pure New Zealand Specialist logo
• Enjoy plenty of incentives and benefits

Benefits of being a 100% Pure New Zealand
Specialist:
• Travel seller listing on newzealand.com
• Famil opportunities
• In-market events and training sessions
• Sales tools and collateral

BRONZE Complete 10 online training modules
SILVER Complete 10 online training modules
Attend one Tourism New Zealand training session in your
market (webinar, frontline training, Kiwi Link event, inoffice training)
GOLD
Complete 10 online training modules
Attend one Tourism New Zealand training session in your
market (webinar, frontline training, Kiwi Link event, inoffice training)
Visit New Zealand

• Access to the Explore New Zealand Discount Programme
• Merchandise and more!

Maintain your 100% Pure New Zealand
Specialist Status
Each status is valid for two years and will only expire if you have not
maintained it by completing modules or in-market training.
• To maintain Bronze status you must complete two modules
every two years. We’re frequently updating our modules so you
will always be able to learn something new.
• To maintain Silver and Gold status you must complete two modules
every two years as well as attend Tourism New Zealand training in
your market.

Split Apple Rock, Nelson Tasman
Split Apple Rock, Nelson Tasman

For more information, visit traveltrade.newzealand.com
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present a selection of new tours and
experiences to help you get the most out
of a visit to this unique destination.

60 RIVER CRUISING
While every care and precaution has been taken in the preparation of
Traveltalk, no liability can be accepted for errors or omissions herein.
Information is published in good faith to stimulate independent
investigation by the reader. Views and opinions expressed in Traveltalk
do not necessarily reflect those of the management.
All articles are fully protected by copyright. To obtain written
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While cruising in general continues to grow,
river cruising is developing in leaps and
bounds. This comprehensive round-up of all
the latest offerings includes the very best
from Evergreen, Uniworld, Viking and Avalon.
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NEWStalk

Saddle up to help
these kids in need
FEEDING DREAMS Cambodia (FDC), an
Australian operated grassroots charity, has
launched a unique international fundraiser.
The event will see participants from
across the globe come together to ride more
than 650 kilometres across Cambodia, each
dedicated to the challenge of raising $6,500
for the charity.
Beginning in the southern beach province
of Sihanoukville, the group will ride offroad on mountain bikes and across diverse
terrain as they travel through rural villages
alongside the Mekong River and in areas
of Cambodia completely untouched by
tourism. The ride will also take in Siem Reap,
home to the world famous UNESCO World
Heritage Site of Angkor Wat.
At the end of the eight-day journey,
cyclists will pedal through the school gates
of Feeding Dreams Cambodia. Here, 800
impoverished children and their families
will welcome the group, ready to celebrate
all that participants have achieved for their
community. Friends and family will be there
to see participants ride in and a huge night
of celebration at the five-star Victoria Angkor

Resort & Spa will await everyone involved.
Directed by Australian humanitarian Kerry
Huntly, FDC is a non-profit, non-political,
non-religious, non-governmental grass roots
organisation indirectly serving more than
3,000 underprivileged Cambodians from the
urban slums of Siem Reap. The organisation
strives to keep families united, fight poverty,
illiteracy and malnutrition, and help grow

tomorrow’s community leaders.
It currently provides free education, meals
to malnourished children, vocational training
and job placement to underprivileged
youths, community support to hundreds
of beneficiaries and hosts the Y.E.S Football
Academy (Youth Education Sport) to some
200 disadvantaged teenagers.
■ feedingdreamsbikeride.org

Koh Khai Nai in Phang Nga
Right: Walking Street in Chiang Mai. Pictures
courtesy Tourism Authority of Thailand

Tourism booms
in the land of smiles
LATEST FIGURES have revealed that 12
million visitors came to Thailand during
the first four months of this year, spending
around 620 billion baht (approx. $24
million).
This represents an increase of 4.71 per cent
when compared with the same period in
2016. Domestic tourism is thriving too, with
more than 220 billion baht (approx $8 million)
being generated in the home market.
6 | W W W. T R AV E LTA L K M A G . C O M . A U

“Thailand attracts many tourists because
it offers experiences that are new and
unique, no matter how many times you
visit,” said Mr. Yuthasak Supasorn, Tourism
Authority Thailand Governor.
China remained the leading source
market at about 3.2 million arrivals,
while good weather and festivals such
as Songkran and the Thai New Year
celebrations helped drive visitor numbers.

Meanwhile, TAT Sydney has responded to
reports the Thai Government is looking to
introduce compulsory travel insurance for
those visiting the country.
While confirming this is a long term plan
with an aim to increase the safety of tourists,
TAT Sydney revealed that before this can be
enforced there will be discussions among
several government agencies, tourism
operators and relevant stakeholders to
come up with the best approach. Any legal
amendments need to pass the cabinet’s
approval and this could take years.
■ tourismthailand.org

NEWStalk
Prince Harry with
Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull.
Picture courtesy
Invictus Games
Sydney 2018

Aussies just wild

about Harry’s visit

A STAR-STUDDED guest list of Australia’s top VIP’s was on hand to
greet Prince Harry when he visited our shores recently to publicise the
Invictus Games Sydney 2018.
The Prince, who is Patron of the Invictus Games Foundation, was
here to attend a celebration marking 500 days to go until the opening
of the fourth Invictus Games, an international adaptive sport event
for wounded, injured and ill servicemen and women, both active duty
and veteran.
"Sydney will soon be the custodian of the Invictus spirit and the focus
for hundreds of men and women using the Invictus Games to motivate
their recovery from physical and mental injuries,” said Prince Harry.
“I know that people across the country – from Perth to Sydney,
from Darwin to Adelaide – will embrace the Invictus Games and show
their support for competitors from their local towns and right across
the country. I have no doubt that the Sydney public will make these
games their own.
“The Invictus Games are coming to Australia – game on Down Under!"
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, New South Wales Premier Gladys
Berejiklian and Governor-General Sir Peter Cosgrove were just some of
the VIP’s joining the Prince at the launch event. The Governor-General
also welcomed members of the Australian squad training for selection
in the team to compete at this year’s event in Toronto.
“The Invictus Games provides an important platform to recognise
those who serve our country, both on active duty and veterans; and
to be inspired by their spirit to have a go and rise above physical and
mental challenges,” said Sir Peter.
“The Invictus Games in Sydney will acknowledge the vital role
played by family and friends who give love and support to help
guide the rehabilitation and recovery of our wounded, injured and ill
competitors – from the frontline to the finish line."
More than 500 competitors from 18 nations will compete in 10
different adaptive sports in Sydney from October 20 to 27, 2018.
The events will be staged across Greater Sydney, including Sydney
Olympic Park and on and around Sydney Harbour.
■ invictusgames2018.org

AUSSIE
INVENTION
TRANSLATES
INTO BIG
BUCKS
AN AUSTRALIAN
company has
beaten its global
competitors to
launch an earpiece that can translate spoken conversations
within seconds.
Lingmo’s Translate One2One uses IBM Watson Artificial
Intelligence technology to translate into natural language.
With estimates indicating that companies lose billions of
dollars each year due to language barriers, this technology will
meet a growing gap for businesses and consumers alike.
The device supports translations across English, Japanese,
French, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, German and
Chinese. It costs $US179 (approx. $AU237) and is the first
independent translation device that doesn’t rely on Bluetooth
or Wi-Fi smartphone connectivity.
“By eliminating the friction of the traditional translation
process, devices like Translate One2One will not only remove
one of the biggest challenges for professionals when meeting
and collaborating between cultures, but also offers enormous
potential for communities around the world,” said Danny May,
Lingmo’s Founder and Director.
“It offers significant potential for its unique application
across airlines, foreign government relations and even not-forprofits working in remote areas.”
In addition to the translation earpiece, which works when
each user is wearing the device, customers can download an
app version, which also includes a currency converter.
“It’s an absolute game-changer for the global translation
market, offering significant potential for both commercial and
social benefit, which we’ve only just begun to explore,” said
Neil Sahota, IBM Watson Master Inventor.
■ lingmo.global

Beat the holiday

cash trap

AUSTRALIANS PLANNING an overseas holiday can guard
against outrageous fees with the launch of the new Travelex
Money Card.
Among its features, the platinum pre-paid travel card offers
customers a smarter way of carrying cash with no overseas
ATM charges, no fees on spending while overseas, access to
Travelex’s best exchange rates via reloading the app and no
commission charges.
Recent research by comparison website Mozo revealed that
travellers can pay fees of up to $1,089 on a $10,000 holiday.
■ travelex.com.au
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THREE IN A ROW FOR

Brisbane beauty
THE EMPORIUM Hotel in Brisbane has been
named ‘Australia’s Leading Boutique Hotel’ at
the 24th World Travel Awards in Shanghai.
It is the third year in a row the independently
owned and operated hotel has won, with
the international hat trick coming up as the
property celebrates its 10th anniversary.
Emporium Hotel took out the award
against the very best in the country
including The Old Clare Hotel in Melbourne,
Cape Lodge at Margaret River, Gaia
Retreat & Spa, Lyall Hotel & Spa, Ovolo

Woolloomooloo, The Henry Jones Art
Hotel, The Prince in Melbourne and the
Woodbridge on the Derwent.
“This achievement is the result of longterm commitment by everyone involved
with the hotel – 10 incredible and consecutive
years of ongoing work and commitment by
the team to continually deliver on our very
genuine promise and our vision to create a
boutique luxury experience,” said Peter Savoff,
General Manager.
Emporium Hotel has 102 custom-

THE TAVEUNI Palms Resort has been named ‘Best
Private Luxury Hotel of the Year – Fiji’ at the 2017
Luxury Travel Guide (LTG) Asia & Australasia Awards.
The LTG awards identify the best hotels
and accommodation options throughout the
continent across a wide range of criteria. The
five-star resort is situated on Taveuni Island in Fiji
and is set among coconut palms and alongside a
beach. It boasts two luxury villas: the beach villa
and horizon spa villa.
“Taveuni Palms didn’t need to work hard to stand
out to the judges,” said James Drakeford, Editor-inChief at Luxury Travel Guide. “The resort boasts large
private luxury villas, a personal pool and the most
outstanding and eye catching complimentary onehour after-flight recovery massage upon arrival.”
Activities at the resort include hiking to
waterfalls, coastal walks, horseback riding, pearl
farm tours, snorkelling, deep sea fishing, beach
picnics, dolphin watching, paddle boarding,
kayaking or diving trips to world-class sites.
Prices start from $US1,500 (approx.
$AU2,000) per day for two people per villa,
excluding tax, and includes champagne upon
arrival, all meals and non-alcoholic beverages.
■ taveunipalms.com
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designed, luxurious studio suites which
feature ensuites and state of the art
entertainment and facilities, including free
Wi-Fi, marble kitchenettes and laundries. Of
these, 42 are king spa suites, with all rooms
having prestigious Molton Brown amenities.
■ emporiumhotels.com.au

Taveuni is named

best of the best

Tavenui Palms Resort, Fiji

LUXURY TRAVEL

Why you should pick Mövenpick
LOOKING TO embrace the cosmopolitan
atmosphere of Bangkok, or keen to catch
some winter sun on the beaches in Cebu,
Phuket or Pattaya?
Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts is currently
offering savings of up to 30 per cent on a
stay at their properties across Asia.
The special offer is available for
bookings until August 29 and is valid for a
minimum of two nights’ stay until August
31. Guests will receive a complimentary
$20 voucher to spend in the hotel
restaurant and all Mövenpick Hotels &
Resorts offer free Wi-Fi.

Of Swiss heritage, Mövenpick is an
international upscale hotel management
company with more than 80 hotels, resorts
and Nile cruisers currently in operation
across more than 20 countries. The company
currently employs than 16,000 staff members
who are all passionate about delivering
premium service and culinary enjoyment – all
with a personal touch.
“We don’t do anything that’s really
extraordinary, we are successful because we
simply do normal things in an extraordinary
way,” said Ueli Prager, Founder of Mövenpick
Hotels & Resorts.
Currently focusing on expansion in its
core markets of Africa, Asia, Europe and
the Middle East, the company specialise in

THE MÖVENPICK DIFFERENCE
• Swiss hospitality with a personal touch
• Superb food and beverage experience
• Award-winning service provided
by highly trained staff
• Consistent quality across global locations
• Sustainable environmental practices
business and conference hotels, as well
as holiday resorts, all reflecting a sense of
place and respect for local communities.
Committed to sustainable environments,
Mövenpick has become the most Green
Globe certified hotel company in the world.
■ movenpick.com

Ibn_Battuta .tif

experience

movenpick.com
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Luxury from A&K
in Antarctica

It’s not hard
to encounter
the unexpected
ABERCROMBIE & KENT has released its
new Hosted Small Group Journeys brochure
featuring 22 creatively-designed, expert-led
explorations to emerging destinations and
hard-to-get-to places.
Guests travelling on these tours will be
taken off the beaten track to remote, little
explored destinations where conditions
can be challenging, but where A&K’s insider
knowledge and expertise ensures security
and comfort.
Each artfully tailored journey also
gives meaningful cultural, culinary and
educational encounters. They are well-paced
to give time to breathe and include active
elements to get travellers moving. Explicitly
designed for the more intrepid Australian
luxury traveller, there are no more than 18
guests on any one tour.
The new collection has been designed
to include a balance of signature A&K
experiences. ‘Breathe’ is all about taking
a step back, relaxing and having time to
explore a destination in-depth. ‘Savour’
allows the traveller to experience different
cuisines and culinary highlights. ‘Move’ gets
travellers moving with a variety of activities

which means seeing a destination at ground
level instead of from a vehicle. ‘Encounter’
is the opportunity to go behind the scenes,
meeting the artisans, experience a different
culture or joining in a festival – it’s up-close
human engagement.
The new 16-day ‘West Africa: Kingdoms,
Slaves & Voodoo’ is a cultural odyssey that
will take guests to some of the most remote
regions of Ghana, Togo and Benin, to discover
lost tribal worlds guided by ancient spirits.
The tour begins with a visit to a voodoo
practitioner in Togo, plus a chance to observe
trance-dances at a traditional voodoo
ceremony. Guests will then head inland to the
great Ashanti kingdom in Kumasi where they
will attend an Akwasidae Festival. The journey
ends with an exploration of the former Slave
Coast, with its haunting European forts and
slave trade legacy and a visit to Emina’s
infamous ‘Slave Castle’.

Other highlights include attendance
at a traditional Ashanti Funeral, meeting
a traditional witch doctor, a private boat
excursion to the famous stilt fishing village in
Ganvie, visits to authentic remote villages and
a tour of the UNESCO Heritage Listed Abomey
Palaces. Priced from $12,150 per person twin
share, the tour runs with a maximum of 14
guests from March 27 to April 11 and October
23 to November 7, 2018.
Other new experiences in the portfolio
include reindeer sleigh rides in northern
Norway, hiking to ancient monasteries in
Georgia, visiting a micro-financed knitting
enterprise in Southern India, Day of the Dead
festivities in Mexico and a shaman ritual in
Guatemala. Other destinations featured are
Iceland, Italy, Armenia, Mongolia, China,
Japan, Southeast and Central Asia, Iran,
Madagascar, Ethiopia and South America.
■ abercrombiekent.com.au

and using materials that are robust and
natural, the property has a simplistic and
stylish European alpine look, complete with
leather, timber, stone and tiles all locally
sourced and eco-friendly.
“We understand how important family
time is on a ski holiday, when the kids
aren’t in ski school they can enjoy playing
in the communal kids’ room or toasting

marshmallows on the open fire in the Astra
lounge,” said Rosy Seaton, who co-owns the
lodge with husband, Seumas.
Massages, physiotherapy treatments and
wet and dry saunas help re-energise weary
skiers at the end of the day while the day spa
lets guests relax with a dram of whisky or a
glass of champagne.
■ astralodge.com.au

Aussie ski lodge promises

to raise the bar

ASTRA LODGE Falls Creek is promising to set
new standards in the Australian ski industry,
having opened for business in Victoria.
The family-owned hotel is certainly off
to a great start, recently winning the title of
‘Australia’s Best Boutique Ski Lodge 2016’ at
the World Ski Awards in Kitzbühel, Austria.
The newly renovated ski-in ski-out lodge
offers panoramic mountain views, a heated
magnesium mineral pool and fine dining
restaurant. Located within the heart of the Falls
Creek Village, Astra Lodge is just a short private
oversnow ride away from village parking.
Boasting interiors that feature local design
10 | W W W . T R A V E L T A L K M A G . C O M . A U

EXPERIENCE
A NEW LEVEL OF
LUXURY
Centara Grand is the luxurious brand from Centara Hotels & Resorts,
the pre-eminent Thai hotel group offering the ultimate in luxurious escapes
across Thailand, Sri Lanka, the Maldives and beyond. All boasting prime locations
in the finest city or tropical beach destinations, the iconic Centara Grand hotels
and resorts combine outstanding features and facilities with intuitive
and personalised Thai service, to create extraordinary experiences
and indelible memories for guests. Centara Grand is the natural
choice for a picture-perfect holiday.
PLUS, later this year we will see the opening of our first property
in Qatar – the luxurious Centara Grand Hotel Doha.
Bangkok • Pattaya • Hua Hin • Phuket • Samui • Krabi
BOOK DIRECT FOR OUR BEST PRICE PROMISE
centarahotelsresorts.com
aureservation@chr.co.th
02 9252 6880

Centara Grand Island Resort & Spa Maldives

THAILAND

·

MALDIVES

·

OMAN

·

QATAR

·

SRI LANKA

·

VIETNAM

LUXURY TRAVEL: Advertorial

THE CENTARA
GRAND BRAND
– where luxury is a complete experience!

LONG GONE are the days when a luxurious room
was enough to impress guests. Today, luxury
travellers are seeking a complete experience
to indulge in, a location that inspires, and a
hotel that knows how to offer all-around luxury
services in every sense of the word.
The Centara Grand hotels and resorts are in
the five-star category, with landmark properties
in prime resort and beachfront locations, and
key city areas across Thailand and Maldives.
The Centara Grand appeal is a broad
one, catering to the needs of independent
travellers, couples and honeymooners,
families, avid shoppers, conference groups
and wellness lovers.
Here are four luxury touches guests love
about Centara Grand properties:
LUXURY SUITES AND VILLAS
The suites and villas on offer at Centara
Grand properties have to be seen to be
believed from the colonial indulgence of Hua
Hin’s 120-square-metre Premium Deluxe Villa
with its outdoor sala and plunge pool to the

The LUXE list
Centara Grand Beach Resort Samui
Centara Grand Beach Resort & Villas Krabi
Centara Grand Island Resort & Spa Maldives
Centara Grand Beach Resort & Villas Hua Hin
Centara Grand Beach Resort Phuket
Centara Grand at CentralWorld, Bangkok
Centara Grand Hotel Doha
(opening end of 2017)
Centara Grand at Central Plaza
Ladprao Bangkok
Centara Grand Mirage Beach Resort Pattaya
Centara Grand Phratamnak Pattaya
12 | W W W . T R A V E L T A L K M A G . C O M . A U

overwater Sunset Ocean Pool villas of Centara
Grand Maldives which offer unobstructed views
of the crystal clear ocean and steps down into
the lagoon where you can snorkel with the reef
sharks and turtles below. Afterwards take a dip
in your very own 12-square-metre plunge pool.
For absolute city opulence, the Royal Suite
at Centara Grand @ CentralWorld in Bangkok
guarantees a flawless stay. The suite features
sprawling views across the bustling city of
Bangkok and comprises four bedrooms each
with its own bathroom and a stunning dining
& living area that seats eight guests.
‘THE CLUB’ Enjoy an extra level of convenience
and personalised service when booking Centara
Club level accommodation, with up to five meal
servings per day as well as evening cocktails
and dedicated concierge service.
THE SPA Centara’s award-winning Spa
Cenvaree offers a range of relaxing signature
treatments. And the good news: those who
decide to book ‘The Club’ get 10 per cent
discount on treatments
‘ULTIMATE ALL-INCLUSIVE’ This program at
Centara Grand Island Resort & Spa Maldives
includes champagne breakfasts, swimming
with whale sharks, island excursions, a sunset
cruise, daily spa credits and scuba diving (as an
alternative to the spa credits).

COMING SOON!

Get ready to experience gracious Thai
hospitality in the heart of Doha at Centara Grand
Hotel Doha, opening at the end of the year.
Soaring high above Doha’s prestigious West
Bay complex, the hotel is a modern oasis that
combines the best of business and leisure. Just 25
minutes from Hamad International Airport, it is
the perfect base from which to explore the capital
of Qatar.

WHAT’S NEW
WITH CRU?
THE CRU CHAMPAGNE BAR opened
recently on the 59th floor of the
Centara Grand at CentralWorld,
Bangkok. With its 360° panoramic
backdrop of the stunning city skyline,
it offers a refreshing new place in the
heart of the bustling metropolis.
Styled in a seamless blend of
classic and contemporary design,
CRU lends itself as the perfect start or
finish to any evening. A glass elevator
transports guests to the spectacular
outdoor setting with its ultra-modern
architectural elements. The focal point
is the space-age circular bar on a raised
platform, which dominates the space.
Designer bar stools encircle it giving
guests a glimpse of the action across
the bar and comfortable settees paired
to low tables and chairs offer more
intimate spaces.
■ centarahotelsresorts.com

“Wherever you go, go with all your heart.”
– Confucius

THE ANCIENT SILK ROAD WITH SUJATA RAMAN
Let your clients see another side of China on A&K’s extraordinary journey along the ancient
Silk Road. Departing from Beijing for western China, they’ll traverse the vast hinterland of
Asia, through dramatic landscapes and once-flourishing oasis cities – Urumqi, Turfan and
Kashgar – names that have captured the imagination of travellers for centuries.
3 – 12 SEPTEMBER 2017
10 Days | $10,995 per person twin share.
Sujata Raman is Regional Managing Director of A&K Australia Asia Pacific,
a position she has held for over a decade. Passionate about seeing the world
and experiencing its cultures, Sujata has lived on three continents and visited
all seven over many years. Having travelled extensively in China, and more
recently returned from Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, Sujata’s deep fascination
with the history, cultures and cities along the ancient trade routes of Central
Asia has inspired further exploration along the Silk Road.

INTRODUCTORY OFFERS
• Agents receive a $100 gift voucher for every passenger booked before 31 July 2017.
• International flights booked through A&K by 31 July 2017 in conjunction with this
Hosted Small Group Journey receive a $300 flight credit.
• Travellers earn Qantas Frequent Flyer points for bookings made by 31 August 2017.*
*Terms & Conditions apply.

Crescent Lake, Dunhuang, China

Call 1300 851 925 for more information or to order your free copy of 2017-18
‘Hosted Small Group Journeys’ brochure or visit abercrombiekent.com.au/hostedgroups

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Brinkley
SUPERMODEL AND actress Christie Brinkley
has signed on as the official health and
wellness ambassador for the ‘City of WELLTH’
initiative launched recently by Beverly Hills.
The campaign runs for 12 months and
brings together leading experts for a season
of wellness and mindfulness activities
hosted by hotels, restaurants and spas
throughout the American summer. The
city will be showcasing a range of events
inspired by the pillars of WELLTH: Move, Eat,
Restore, Gratitude and Explore.
First identified in a book of the same name
written by mindbodygreen founder Jason
Wachob, WELLTH defines a move away from
a drive for money and possessions to a less
materialistic and more valuable life currency
that encompasses wellness and is exemplified
by health, purpose and happiness.
“A healthy, holistic lifestyle has been
intrinsic to my long career in the fashion and
beauty industry,” said Brinkley, who has been
a vegetarian since she was 14. “A balanced
approach to diet, exercise and mindfulness
is the key to happiness and lifelong vitality.
Wellness is glamorous!”
Brinkley added that the partnership
is particularly special because of her
connection to the city and her fitness career.
“I grew up in Beverly Hills and we've always
lived a very active lifestyle. I love being
outdoors because I know that it’s good for
my body and my soul – that’s why I love
coming to [here]."
Hotels across the city are getting involved
with unique WELLTH room and spa packages.
These include The Beverly Hills Hotel, The
Beverly Hilton, Beverly Wilshire (A Four
Seasons hotel), Luxe Rodeo Drive Hotel,
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Christie Brinkley with
Lili Bosse, the Mayor
of Beverly Hills

SHOWS OFF HER WELLTH

Montage Beverly Hills, The Peninsula Beverly
Hills, SIXTY Beverly Hills, Viceroy L’Ermitage
Beverly Hills and Waldorf Astoria Beverly Hills.
Among these package deals, The
Montage is offering ‘Relax and Revive’, which
includes overnight accommodation with
a complimentary upgrade, daily $US100
(approx. $AU130) spa credit towards any
treatment at Spa Montage Beverly Hills, daily
$US95 (approx. $AU125) breakfast credit
valid at Georgie, The Rooftop Grill or in-room
dining. The offer is available for stays until
August 31. (For extended offers please visit
lovebeverlyhills.com/wellth)
WELLTHY meals are also available at a
number of participating restaurants and
cafes in Beverly Hills, showcasing specials
that fall under one or more criteria. Meals
must be locally sourced, plant-based, vegan,
paleo or utilising meat that is grass-fed or
hormone-free.
Travellers will also be able to find out
their 902*IQ through a fun and engaging

quiz, hosted at lovebeverlyhills.com/quiz.
Participants will be able to check their
current ‘wellthy’ lifestyle score and learn
how to improve it through various Move,
Eat, Restore, Gratitude and Explore
experiences in Beverly Hills. This score can
also be shared on social media with the
hashtag #BHWellth.
“The shifting status quo of how success
is now perceived in terms of health and
wellbeing, rather than through material and
financial wealth, means the desire for WELLTH
is now a key factor in people’s choice of travel
destination,” said Julie Wagner, CEO of Beverly
Hills Conference and Visitors Bureau.
“Beverly Hills: City of WELLTH exemplifies
the destination’s continual innovation to
create inviting options for visitors and
places wellbeing at the forefront of its
world-class accommodation, dining and
spa offerings. WELLTH is not a trend in
Beverly Hills, it’s a lifestyle.”
■ lovebeverlyhills.com/wellth

WELLTH is defined as a less materialistic and more
valuable life currency. A wellthy existence is one in
which happiness is attainable and health is paramount.
Beverly Hills has long been known as an authority on
five-star experiences, but at its heart is a more mindful
ethos that takes a holistic approach to wellbeing.
Visit Beverly Hills to enjoy special
WELLTH hotel packages, spa treatments
and restaurant offerings.
Learn more at lovebeverlyhills.com/wellth
#BHWellth
VisitBeverlyHills

Virginia Robinson Gardens King Palm Forest

LoveBevHills

Photo: Diane Jenkins

HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Let’s Relax Onsen
and Spa in Bangkok

Fit for a kingdom

Here, we look at the extensive health and wellness options available across Thailand.
FOR DECADES, Thailand has been one of the
world’s top holiday destinations as a result
of the country’s unique culture, delicious
cuisine and famous hospitality.
More recently, the Kingdom has been
recognised as a premier health and
wellness destination by those looking for
world-class treatments from experienced
professionals, excellent facilities and
technologies, diversity of available services
Left: Thai Massage
Right: The Thai Hammam
Experience at Amatara Spa
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and affordability.
Thailand has a range of health, wellness
and beauty (in particular anti-aging and
aesthetic) facilities that can re-energise mind
and body. From internationally renowned
private hospitals to medical/wellness spas
and from health or wellness resorts to day
spas and massages, Thailand has a wide
range of services and facilities available to
suit your needs and budget.

A QUESTION OF ACCREDITATION

In 2002, Thailand was the first country in
Asia to achieve Joint Commission International
(JCI) accreditation, certifying that a hospital
meets the same rigorous standards of quality
and safety as required in America. Currently
there are more than 50 Thai hospitals/medical
centres with JCI accreditation.
Popular procedures include dental
care (from tooth straightening to tooth
whitening, wisdom tooth extraction, root
canal treatment and dental implants),
eye corrective surgery, cosmetic surgery,
dermatology, orthopaedic surgery,
detoxification, rehabilitation, ear nose and
throat (ENT) treatment, general health
check-ups, yoga and meditation retreats.
One of the many advantages of getting a
check-up in Thailand is the speed at which you
get the lab results, enabling a rapid diagnosis
so any medical treatment can proceed
immediately. For those who need a longer
recovery period, the Kingdom offers a wide
range of accommodation options, from fivestar hotels to budget serviced apartments.
Day spas, anti-aging and aesthetic clinics
can easily be found in the big cities like
Bangkok, Phuket, Pattaya, Chiang Mai, Koh
Samui and Hua Hin. Thailand has adopted
someyou
of the
best technologies
Apart from their blog,
canworld’s
follow Caroline
and Craig and
on
their YouTube Channel.
the most innovative treatment programs with
more than 100 American board-certified

HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Top: Medical procedures
are conducted by qualified
professionals.
Picture courtesy TAT
Below: Partner Yoga
at Thanyapura
Health Resort

WORLD-RENOWNED
WELLNESS RESORTS IN
THAILAND INCLUDE:
■ Chiva-Som International
Health Resorts in Hua Hin
■ Thanyapura Health Resort in Phuket
■ RarinJinda Wellness Spa Resort
in Chiang Mai
■ Aleenta Resort & Spa in Phuket,
Hua Hin and Koh Samui
■ Absolute Sanctuary Detox
& Yoga Resort in Koh Samui
■ Amatara Wellness Resort in Phuket

WELL-KNOWN DAY SPAS/
MEDICAL DAY SPAS IN
THAILAND INCLUDE:
■ Oasis Day Spas in Bangkok,
Chiang Mai, Phuket and Pattaya
■ RarinJinda in Chiang Mai
and Bangkok
■ Let’s Relax in Phuket, Pattaya,
Hua Hin, Bangkok, Koh Samui and
Chiang Mai
■ TRIA Wellness in Bangkok
■ Spa Cenvaree at Centara hotels
and resorts nationwide
■ S Medical Clinic in Bangkok

anti-aging doctors now practicing in the
country, ensuring the highest medical
standards.
Brain Health Institute in Phuket is a
unique medical facility that specialises in the
early detection of Alzheimer’s disease and
offers preventative and holistic personalised
programs designed to optimise brain
performance as we age. Using state-of-theart medical technology, your grey matter will
be screened, analysed and tested for a range
of brain abnormalities.
Each patient receives a personalised
screening program that uses a combination
of neuropsychological examinations,
including laboratory tests, brainpower and
memory assessment, MRI exam, a retina
scan and a sleep test. All these tests are
conducted to identify any issues before they
become serious problems.

A QUESTION OF WELLNESS

Thailand’s rich diversity in therapeutic
treatments is one of the main reasons why
visitors come here to boost their inner health
and wellbeing.
The country’s wellness offerings are
highly regarded for the exceptional services
provided from destination spas, resort and
hotel spas, medical spas, day spas and club
spas. These facilities are renowned for their
hospitality as well as their uniqueness, with a
huge range of Thai massages styles available
to relieve stress and tensions in the body.
There are a number of massage techniques
and styles to suit your needs, including
herbal steams, hot herbal compresses or
traditional Thai massage.
There are also other mechanisms to help
the body de-stress, including Ayurvedic
treatments from India, Chinese acupressure

and ancient Thai massage techniques. In
addition to the techniques used to relieve
stress, there are a number of health resorts
that offer hydrotherapy, Pilates, tai chi and
oxygen fitness therapy.
There are also a number of resorts and
hotels across the country that provide detox,
fasting and wellbeing programs, as well
as wellness programs aimed at managing
weight, diabetes, cholesterol control and
high blood pressure.
Medical spas are also very popular,
providing alternate treatments to cure
the roots of stress. There are a number of
therapeutic centres promoting the latest
techniques to achieving and feeling your
best in health and mental wellbeing.
Medical spas offer daily treatments under
the supervision of licensed health care
professionals offering medically based
treatments.
You can also find day spas and hourly
massage treatments within shopping
centres and hotels, where you can enjoy a
facial massage or body massage. A powerful
Thai massage will also help release the
tension from all the shopping and fun you
are having while in the country.
■ tourismthailand.org
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HOTEL GROUP CALLS IN THE AUSSIE EXPERTS
LUX* RESORTS & Hotels has launched a calendar of expert-led,
Australian created workshops, designed to inspire creativity and
boost guest health and wellbeing.
An impressive line-up of Australian talent will be teaching their arts,
knowledge and skills on a global stage at LUX* Resorts in Mauritius,
Reunion Island and the Maldives throughout 2017 and beyond. Guests
can enjoy Tibetan sound healing and stress-busting meditation, painting,
the art of bookbinding, or learn how to make the ultimate health tonics.
Designed in partnership with Sydney-based organisation WorkShop, the workshops mirror latest research revealing how everyday
creative activities such as performing music, painting or drawing,
writing short stories, songs and poetry can ward off stress, leading to

an upward spiral of increased emotional wellbeing.
Holidays are often when people make life-changing decisions
and this schedule of enlightening expert-led experiences aim
to shift guests’ perceptions. The workshops aren’t just about the
tips you take away or what you make – it’s about enjoying quality
time with friends or loved ones, while giving your creative side a
workout. They offer an opportunity to produce lasting memories,
create souvenirs, discover hidden talents and enjoy great company.
“2017 will see LUX* continue its commitment to creating unique
guest experiences and taking hotel innovation and travel inspiration to
new levels,” said Dominik Ruhl, Chief Operating Office at LUX* Resorts.
■ luxresorts.com

Get your teeth into dental implants at BIMC
THE MODERN option for replacing missing or
falling teeth is to use a dental implant, which
offers less pain, is longer lasting and helps
maintain the health of your jawbone.
A dental implant replaces just the root
part of the missing tooth. The implant is then
topped by a realistic-looking dental crown.
Normally the procedure is carried out
under local anaesthesia where you feel
numb on the area where the implant is to
be placed and is a relatively comfortable
procedure. This is considered to be
minimally invasive with no open wounds
following implant surgery and there is little
post-operative discomfort.
A dentist will normally do an examination
prior to the surgery to determine if the

patient is a suitable candidate for implant
procedure. The examination includes
a consultation and panoramic X-ray to
determine if you need a dental implant at all.
Patients will need to have a complete
exam so that the dentist can see how much
bone volume and density they have in the
area of the missing tooth, since a certain
amount of bone is needed to support an
implant.
Who should I see for dental implants?
Implants are normally placed by dental
surgical specialists (periodontists and oral
surgeons) or general dentists who have
undertaken special training in implantology.
BIMC Dental Centre provides this implant

Jl. Bypass Ngurah Rai No. 100X,
Kuta 80361, Bali, Indonesia
(+62 361) 761 263 / 3003 911
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procedure in a luxury facility in Nusa Dua
in Bali. The procedure is performed by Dr
Harry Iskandar, who has lots of experience in
cosmetic dentistry.
For further information, contact ■ ■ ■ ■
■ dentalcentre@bimcbali.com

Kawasan ITDC Blok D,
Nusa Dua 80363, Bali, Indonesia
(+62 361) 3000 911
bimc hospital
@bimchospital

DISCOVER YOUR UNIQUE LOCAL EXPERIENCES
hugthailand
www.tourismthailand.org/au

BOOK IT NOW

HERE’S A NEW FOOTPATH

to Everest

A SELF-guided trek in the Everest region, a multi activity
excursion in Bhutan and a new range of mountaineering trips
are the stand-out additions in the new look Himalaya brochure
from World Expeditions.
The new 11-day Everest experience is designed for travellers
who seek complete flexibility and who are confident walking independently.
World Expeditions provides detailed route maps to the trails that link its
exclusive network of eco camps and eco lodges up to Thyangboche.
Personal luggage will be carried by porters in readiness for their
arrival each afternoon at the various camps and lodges. Priced at $1,690
per person, the cost also includes breakfast daily, accommodation in
Kathmandu, internal flights between Kathmandu and the start of the walk,
all park entrance fees and trekking permits. It also includes the use of a
World Expeditions trek pack containing a quality sleeping bag, down- or
fibre-fill jacket and a free souvenir kit bag.
Self-guided departures can be organised daily from October through until
mid May and the itinerary has been crafted to give trekkers the opportunity to
visit the Himalayan Trust projects and the Thyangboche Monastery.
“Self-guided treks allow us to keep costs to a bare minimum,” said Sue
Badyari, CEO of World Expeditions. “Nepal is a great new addition to our global
range of self-guided treks.”
World Expeditions has expanded its range of professionally guided
treks throughout Nepal, Ladakh, Bhutan and the Indian Himalaya in the
new brochure, with several new exploratory trips and expeditions on offer,
including a new suite of mountaineering trips.
■ worldexpeditions.com

GRAB AN IGLOO AND SEE THE LIGHTS
50 DEGREES North has added a new tour offering travellers the
chance to spend four nights in premium glass igloos under the
Northern Lights in Finland.
These new and well-appointed igloos come complete with private
kitchenettes, showers and toilets. With just a handful of igloos set
up in the best location, visitors will avoid the winter crowds while
enjoying unobstructed views that stretch for kilometres.
Activity highlights of the tour are snowmobiling, dog mushing
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and reindeer sledding, while downhill skiing at one of Finland’s
premium ski resorts can also be included. The tour is designed to
maximise the chances of seeing the Northern Lights as visitors spend
five-days staying in the Aurora zone.
The tour is priced at $4,100 per person twin share with many
included meals and winter clothing for the adventure components.
Travel dates are valid from December 1 to April 30, 2018.
■ fiftydegreesnorth.com

BOOK IT NOW
CONTAINER CHIC

Sleep outside the box

Here, booking.com looks at some of the weird
and wonderful hotel options in Australia.

t RING THE BELL

Fire Station Inn, South Australia
The historic Fire Station Inn is a cosy block of
North Adelaide suites that fully embraces its
past as a functioning fire station. Decked out
with novelty props and red furnishings, all
suites have king-size bedrooms and a spa bath.
In the ‘romantic’ Fire Engine Suite there’s a fire
truck, fireman’s pole and dress-up uniforms.
The inn is close to the Adelaide Botanic
Gardens, cafes and restaurants.

Coastal Pods, Wynyard, Tasmania
Perched on the lip of the Inglis River, these
coastal pods are self-contained, architecturally
designed dwellings fashioned from
decommissioned shipping containers. In each
of these luxurious suites you’ll find two
bedrooms, a lounge area, kitchen, reading nook
(with floor to ceiling bookshelves filled with good
reads), a fire pit, laundry and large glass doors
and windows that look out onto the river. This is
chic coastal living, but in a glorified storage unit.

t LIGHTHOUSE DELIGHT
Cape Otway Lightstation, Victoria
Built in 1838 and just off the Great
Ocean Road, Cape Otway Lightstation
is Australia’s oldest working lighthouse
and boasts memorable
views of the Southern
Ocean. The property
offers a variety of
accommodation,
including the
Lightkeeper’s B&B
suites or the fully selfcontained Lighthouse
Lodge. The Lightstation
Studio has views of the
light station from your
room.

s THE GREATEST ESCAPE

Fremantle Prison, WA
The Fremantle Prison YHA is a hostel in the
women’s division of the heritage-listed
building. Built in the 1850s, the prison
functioned until 1991 and is incredibly
spacious. Some rooms have their own air
conditioning and attached en suites, and
there’s an industrial kitchen and a games room.
For those curious about the building’s past, the
hostel offers tours of the main prison cellblock,
gallows and solitary confinement cells.
■ booking.com
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Sample real
Aboriginal
Australia
WORKING IN partnership with the Yolngu
people, Intrepid Travel is to launch a new
community-based trip in the remote East
Arnhem Land region of the Northern Territory.
With the Yolngu culture, customs and
way of life being the focus of the trip, the
experience will give travellers a chance to be
immersed in a distinctive part of Australia
that is home to cultural, linguistic and
environmental riches.
Visiting the remote coastal communities
of Nyinyikay, Bremer Island and Nhulunbuy

(also known as Gove), the ancient culture
of the Saltwater people is the cornerstone
of this seven-day trip. Staying as guests of
the Yolngu, travellers will get the chance
to camp with Traditional Owners, hear
Dreamtime stories, learn how to hunt, fish
and forage, and see first-hand why the
unique art from this region is highly soughtafter by collectors around the world.
“Nyinyikay is a very unique area. There
are not many places around in Arnhem Land
that are like this, with big cliffs, with a view

Take the back road less
travelled for big savings

Time to visit
the other
top end
SOUTH AMERICA continues to
be a bucket-list destination for
many Australian travellers and
has a high percentage of return
visitors wishing to explore ‘paths
less trodden’.
It was this demand that
prompted boutique travel operator
Travel Directors to create its ‘South
America: The Top End’ tour.
The escorted itinerary that
covers ‘undiscovered’ pockets
along the northern coast of South
America was introduced late last
year and its inaugural departure
in November has already sold
out. A second departure has been
released for November 10 while
a third departure is scheduled for
November 3, 2018.
This exclusive tour begins
in the French Guiana capital
Cayenne and travels through
Suriname, Guyana, Venezuela and
Colombia before a two-night stay
in Cartagena, known as a jewel in
the Caribbean crown.
Highlights include visiting the
Ariane Space Centre, a two-night
stay in Iwokrama Forest with a
climb to the summit of Turtle
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of water right at your doorstep,” said Marcus
Lacey, a young leader of Yolngu Customary
and Ngärra Law.
“We want to be able to use tourism as a
vehicle for connecting with other people.
Come here, sit with us, walk with us, eat with
us. This is the real Aboriginal Australia.”
The inaugural seven-day Yolngu trip will
take place on August 31 with a second trip
departing on September 10. It is priced from
$5,995 per person.
■ intrepidtravel.com

Cartagena
Mountain in Guyana, a cable
car ride to the top of the Avila
Mountain range, staying at the
Canaima National Park and twonight stays in each of Bogota’s
historic districts: La Candelaria,
Medellin plus Cartagena in
Colombia.
The 33-day inclusive package
is priced from $19,790 per person
twin share. Price includes airfares
and taxes from Australia, all hotel
accommodation and most meals,
daily sight-seeing and entrance
fees with expert local guides,
a Travel Directors tour leader
service, all transportation, visas
and courier fees and gratuities.
■ traveldirectors.com.au

BACK-ROADS Touring have just announced their ‘Exclusive
Sneak Peek Special’, inviting guests to save up to $1,000 per
couple on some of their most popular tours for travel in 2018.
Available until August 31, a total of 10 tours will receive 10
per cent off in the early bird special, including the much loved
‘Corners of Cornwall’ tour, ‘Italian Indulgence’ and ‘Iberian
Inspiration’.
“Catering to the mature traveller, Back-Roads recognises the
demand for a sense of discovery on holiday and takes pride in
delving deeper by taking the road less travelled,” said Dennis
Basham, Back-Roads Touring Country Manager Australia and
New Zealand.
“From lunch at Rick Stein’s signature restaurant, The Seafood
Restaurant, or traditional Italian cooking lessons in a Tuscan
villa, to visiting the resting place of William Shakespeare or
exploring the rugged coastlines of Ireland, the Back-Roads
difference is undeniable.”
Tours included in the early bird special are ‘Corners of
Cornwall’, ‘A Scottish Journey’, ‘Ireland – The Emerald Isle’,
‘ANZAC’s on the Western Front’, ‘Discover Portugal’, ‘Iberian
Inspiration’, ‘Italian Indulgence’, ‘Highlights of Britain’, ‘Corners of
Southern Ireland’ and ‘Tuscan Treats’.
■ backroadstouring.com/europe-sneak-peek

Plockton in Scotland

AGENTtalk

Expedition team
member Sarah Wong
at Karrat Fjord. Picture
courtesy Danny Catt
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Arctic adventure for 2

CRUISE TRAVELLER has launched a major
competition for agents offering an arctic
safari expedition for two people worth more
than $44,000.
The winner will be able to search for polar
bears, whales and walrus in their Arctic
feeding grounds and view Greenland’s
coastal fjords. You will cruise across Disko
Bay at the mouth of the Ilulissat Icefjord – a
UNESCO World Heritage Site and home to
the world’s fastest-moving glacier – and seek

belugas and narwhals in Lancaster Sound,
a proposed National Marine Conservation
Area.
The prize includes an 11-night expedition
cruise aboard Adventure Canada’s Ocean
Endeavour, a ship carrying no more than 198
passengers. The voyage, which runs from
August 6 to 17, 2018, includes all shipboard
meals and evening entertainment aboard,
plus return flights from Australia and charter
flights from Ottawa to Qausuittuq (Resolute

Bay) in Nunavut, Canada, to embark and
from Kangerlussuaq, Greenland to Toronto
after disembarking.
To go into the prize draw, book a guest
on any 2018 Adventure Canada expedition
with Cruise Traveller. Each solo traveller
you book counts as one entry and every
couple you book gives you two entries.
The bookings must be deposited by
November 30.
■ cruisetraveller.com.au

YOUR
CHANCE
TO JOIN
THE NILE
PARTY
BUNNIK TOURS are offering 45
agents the chance to take part
in a 10-day mega famil in Egypt
this October.
Marion, Sacha and Dennis
Bunnik will host the group as
they take in Cairo, the Great
Pyramids of Giza and the many temples of Aswan, Luxor, Edfu and
Kom Ombo. Winners will enjoy sound and light shows at some of
the oldest structures in existence, as well as cruise the Nile between
Aswan and Luxor.
All Bunnik tours to Egypt include the twin temples of Abu Simbel
and agents will experience this and the Valley of the Kings, where
they will see elaborate and well-preserved hieroglyphic paintings.
To have a chance of winning a spot on the famil, agents have
until August 15 to:
1. Register online at bunniktours.com.au/Egypt-Mega-Famil
2. Book a Bunnik Tour – the more bookings, the more
entries in the draw
3. Watch the company’s Middle East webinar
4. Complete the Bunnik Tours and Middle East
online training modules.
The winners will be announced on August 17.
■ bunniktours.com.au

Jazmin (left) receives her prize
from TravelCube’s Sophie Weller

JAZMIN FINDS HAVEN

IN CUBA

LUCKY AGENT Jazmin Haven will soon be wandering the streets
of Havana after winning a seven-night trip to Cuba courtesy of
TravelCube.
Haven, from Flight Centre Hay Street in Perth, made the
most bookings during February and March from TravelCube’s
fast-growing ‘Beach Collection’ – a portfolio of more than
10,000 properties in more than 100 of the world’s top leisure
destinations.
Jazmin’s reward is three nights at the Hotel Memories Miramar
in Havana and four nights at the Memories Varadero, along with
$3,000 worth of airfares.
■ travelcube.com.au
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A SENSE OF adventure

Here’s our regular round-up of the latest famils that agents across Australia have enjoyed in recent weeks.

TULIP TIME FOR GINA
GINA EDWARDS from Mobile Travel
Agents found herself tiptoeing
through the tulips as part of a national
familiarisation with Avalon Waterways.
She cruised from Brussels to
Amsterdam aboard the Avalon Passion
as part of the cruise company’s ‘Holland
& Belgium with tulips in early spring’
program complete with an unusual ‘beer
themed’ departure.
Gina is pictured (centre) enjoying
the tulips with Josh Galea from Avalon
Waterways (left) and Greg Morris at the
famous Keukenhof Gardens in Holland.

LOOKING THROUGH THESE LUCKY IRISH EYES
EIGHT TRAVEL agents from Australasia have been exploring the island of Ireland as
the lucky winners of a competition run during Tourism Ireland’s sales mission Down
Under in late 2016.
The agents were guests of Tourism Ireland, Fáilte Ireland and Tourism NI,
experiencing first-hand what Northern Ireland and Ireland’s Ancient East have to offer
for holidaymakers from Australia and New Zealand.
The group’s packed itinerary included a black taxi tour of Belfast, Game of Thrones
door and a drive along the Causeway Coastal Route. They also visited Ireland’s Ancient
East, including Newgrange, Glendalough and the Dunbrody Famine Ship Experience.
Carrick a Rede rope bridge

A TOUCH OF
THE TROPICS
A LARGE group of 57 agents from Australasia
got to spend six days exploring Tropical North
Queensland’s diverse landscapes recently.
Eight different itineraries were used to
showcase Cairns, Mission Beach, the Atherton
Tablelands, Cooktown, the Outback, the
Northern Beaches, Kuranda, Port Douglas,
Daintree and Cape Tribulation. The group
enjoyed Indigenous culture, the Great Barrier
Reef, tropical cuisine, the Wet Tropics rainforest
and its wildlife, browsing through markets and
relaxing in TNQ’s outdoor lifestyle.
After experiencing the destination, the
agents attended a full-day workshop where
they learnt more about the local product
offerings and met with 40 operators before
attending a farewell function in the rainforest.
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SUPER REWARD FOR BEST SELLERS
TEN DAYS of sightseeing, activities and wining
and dining across Mexico finally came to an
end for those on the 2017 Globus Supertour.
The 20-strong group of Australia’s best
agents went on the exciting and indulgent
annual Supertour, which was based on
the Globus ‘Wonders of Mexico’s Yucatan’
itinerary. The highlights included visiting the
pyramid inside the Mayan site of Ek’ Balam,

watching the flamingos in Rio Lagartos and
wandering among the architecture of San
Francisco de Campeche.
“Our guests celebrated the end of the
2017 Supertour in style,” said Stewart
Williams, Managing Director, Globus family
of brands. “They dined on slow braised Black
Angus short rib and Mexican chocolate
fondant, and then danced the night away on

a sand dance floor to classic hits.”
Agents enticed by tales of the Supertour
can earn their place on the 2018 trip by
selling any of the Globus family of brands
products including Globus coach tours,
Cosmos value-based coach tours, Avalon
Waterways river cruises and Monograms
independent travel packages.
■ globusfamily.com.au

An exclusive haven of REFINEMENT
Welcome to the MSC YACHT CLUB, a cruise experience like no other

Discover a ship within a ship. Indulge in the luxury of a private club, while enjoying a myriad of possibilities that the entire ship affords.







24HR butler service & Concierge Reception
Private embarkation and disembarkation
Luxurious suites for total tranquillity
Included gourmet meals & all beverages
Exclusive restaurant with fine dining
Exclusive pool, whirlpool & pool bar

Mediterranean
7 Nts
Northern Europe 7 Nts
Caribbean
7 Nts
Arabian Peninsula 7 Nts





Exclusive lounge with high tea & international daily newspaper
Access to Aurea Spa; a sanctuary of wellbeing & relaxation
Exclusive shopping & extraordinary excursions
Onboard: MSC Preziosa, MSC Divina, MSC Splendida, MSC Fantasia,
MSC Meraviglia, MSC Seaside, MSC Seaview & MSC Bellissima.

fr AU$2,505pp*
fr AU$3,485pp*
fr AU$2,745pp*
fr AU$2,895pp*

BOOK NOW 1300 028 502
www.msccruises.com.au
or visit your travel agent

*Conditions: SUPERSAVER 2018 prices are twin share Yacht Club Deluxe $AUpp & deposited by 15Aug17, Supersaver prices incl discount. 7nt Med price MSC Meraviglia ex Genoa 17Nov18; 7nt Northern Europe price MSC Preziosa
Ex Copenhagen 13May18; Caribbean 7nt MSC Seaside Ex Miami 10Nov18; Arabian Peninsula 7nt MSC Splendida 08Dec18. Prices correct as at 22Jun17, subject to change & availabilty without prior notice.
E&OE MSC Cruises (Australia) Pty Limited ABN 55 003 526 725. General Sales Agent for MSC Cruises S.A | ATAS Accredited No. A10954
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AGENTtalk: Famil Review
Left: A waterfall on the
Navua River
Right: The Sigatoka
River Safari jetboat
Below: David Phillips

MAKING
A DATE
WITH coral

Here, DAVID PHILLIPS from Travel Counsellors reports on a recent famil to Fiji.
IT WAS a great pleasure to be selected to
participate in this mega famil organised by
Tourism Fiji and Fiji Airways. Having been a
Fiji fanatic for many years this was a great
opportunity to update my knowledge on all
things Coral Coast.
The select group of 10 were wined, dined
and pampered at the major resorts on the
coast, starting at InterContinental Fiji Golf
Resort & Spa on Natadola Beach, surely the
best beach on Viti Levu. This was followed by
an old favourite – Shangri-La’s Fijian Resort
Friendly locals in Tuvu
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& Spa – a property that offers great facilities
for all and is currently refurbishing its lagoon
view rooms.
A great distraction was the Sigatoka River
Safari, a jet boat ride up the river and visit
to a local village with Kava ceremony, lunch
and entertainment. It was so much fun
hearing how the children swim across the
river to go to school: no mums to drop off
and pick up here!
Then it was on to Kula Eco Park to see the
native banded iguana’s and Pacific pythons

(who knew there were snakes in Fiji?), plus
waterslides, a kids’ pool and zipline through
the canopy. All this is just across from the
Outrigger Fiji Beach Resort, offering fivestar luxury with great rooms and bures
overlooking the reef and lagoon.
The next day we were off early to assist
with the Outrigger Community Project
where the management and staff of the
resort help develop the local communities.
On this occasion we were at Conua District
School, located in the Sigatoka River Valley
and about 45 minutes from the resort. It
was a wonderful chance to help build a
new classroom and interact with the school
children who were delighted to show us
their work and singing.
We then moved further down the coast
to Fiji Hideaway Resort & Spa, overlooking
the reef in a wonderful garden setting with
a wide range of modern bures that cater so
well to families, couples and honeymooners,
and offering great evening entertainment.
Early next morning we were off to
Navua Town, about 90 minutes along the
highway past Pacific Harbour. Here we
enjoyed another exhilarating jet boat trip
and inflatable rafting on the Navua River,
concluding in a village visit to learn about
their ancestry, local customs and handicrafts.
Our final stop on the Coral Coast was
at the four-and-a-half star Star Warwick
Resort set on its own lagoon and with fine
rooms overlooking the gardens and water.
It also has the memorable Wicked Walu
seafood restaurant set on a small ‘island’ in
the lagoon.
We returned for our farewell night at
Radisson Blu on Denarau Island on the
beach overlooking Mamanuca Island – a
great family resort with large rooms and
many good restaurants and bars. Our last
evening was spent on Captain Cook’s ‘Sunset
Cruise’, providing a wonderful get together
for all the participants and sponsors.

Available
in-store
now

AGENTtalk
Bernina
Express

NINE’S A
CHARM FOR
TRAVEL AWARD
NOMINEES

LEARN AND WIN WITH NEW e-tool
SWITZERLAND TOURISM has unveiled their
brand new e-learning tool, offering agents
the opportunity to win a trip to the country
in September.
The Switzerland Travel Academy is
designed to better equip agents with the
necessary information that will improve their
knowledge as well as the sale of tours to the
country. It also encourages them to become
Australia’s certified Switzerland experts.
There are only five modules to complete
and each one ends with a practice test. The
five sections are Welcome to Switzerland,
Basic and practical knowledge, How to travel
to and within Switzerland, Switzerland in 3,
5, or 10 days and News from Switzerland.
In order to receive a certificate of
graduation, all five modules and final test
must be completed by July 15. Agents have

three attempts to score a minimum of 80 per
cent on the final exam to qualify to win one
of 10 spots on the week-long famil where
they will experience the Swiss nature, cities,
adventure, cultures, history, cuisine and
transportation system.
Other high performing agents stand the
chance to win one of 10 $200 Westfield gift
cards and one of five specialty Swiss cheese
hampers from Fromart, valued at $150 each.
All winners will be announced on July 26.
Agents will find that the new tool is
much more engaging and user-friendly
with its content of shorter text segments
and series of videos and images. Designed
for mobiles, desktops and tablets, agents
can conveniently log on to complete their
modules from anywhere and at any time.
■ MySwitzerland.com/academy

TRAVELMANAGERS HAS been named
a finalist for the ninth consecutive
year in the ‘Best Travel Agency Retail
– Multi Location’ category in the 2017
National Travel Industry Awards.
“We are extremely proud that our
personal travel managers, on average,
have 21 years of industry experience,”
said Michael Gazal, Executive General
Manager TravelManagers.
“It is this knowledge and expertise,
combined with their genuine love
and passion for travel that ensures
their clients receive tailor made and
co-created itineraries the majority
of which are based around personal
experience which we attribute to
being a key to our success.”
Mr Gazal also highlighted
TravelManagers’ consistent service
delivery backed by the local support
of state-based business partnership
managers.
The 2017 AFTA NTIA Gala Dinner
will be held on July 22 at the
International Convention Centre,
Sydney.
■ travelmanagers.com.au

SPECIAL GLAMPING OFFER FROM BALI RESORT
THE MENJANGAN Dynasty Resort, Beach Camp
and Dive Centre in northwest Bali is offering a
special industry package for travel agents.
Valid until December 26, the package
includes accommodation in a luxury beach
camp tent, daily breakfast for two people,
welcome drink, daily afternoon tea, one
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15-minute spa sampler for two, free use of the
exercise room, free Wi-Fi and a free bottle of
wine for a minimum two-nights’ stay.
Priced from $US145 (approx. $AU195) per
night, a valid ID card must be shown upon
check in.
■ info@menjangandynasty.com

I was with a major retail travel agency for
10 years and finally made the decision to go out
on my own. This huge change in my career was
made simple with TravelManagers’ training
and ongoing business support. Switching GDS
was easy and now I run my own successful
travel business and haven’t looked back.
Denise Dean
Personal Travel Manager

I joined TravelManagers five years ago to
grow my own business. It was about having
the opportunity to be an individual again.
Taking the leap was easy and I have all the
support I need, with all the flexibility I want.
Jean-Pierre Boutefeu
Personal Travel Manager

It’s time for a change.
If you’re thinking about running your own business, before you decide on your
future, have a chat with TravelManagers. You’ll find our home-based model is
different and we could be just the right fit for you.
We offer the latest tools, comprehensive training and support for Amadeus,
marketing assistance and back-end tools to help make your business a success.
And you’ll find our financial incentives will make your future brighter.
Give us a call and find out what TravelManagers have to offer. This could be
the best career decision you ever make!

1800 019 599
Visit
Email

join.travelmanagers.com.au

graciela.craig@travelmanagers.com.au
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Visitors get a touch-up from
Oympic champs

MEMBERS OF the travel trade, media and buyers got more than they bargained for
when they came up against Fiji’s rugby sevens team at the fourth annual Fijian Tourism
Expo (FTE) recently.
The friendly game of touch-rugby was a highlight of FTE 2017, hosted by Tourism
Fiji. The match saw the Olympic gold medal-winning Fijian team triumph, but with
Australian journalist Richard Bunting scoring an impressive try for the visitors.
With a record number of international buyers and travel trade media attendees, FTE
2017 was hailed a great success. Networking opportunities among international
attendees and more than 100 Fijian operators were well exploited at the two-day event
on Denarau Island.
■ fiji.travel

Big win sees Christine making
her own exciting travel plans
BUNNIK TOURS hosted an agent information
night on Antarctica and South America
recently with all attendees going into a draw
to win a trip to Antarctica.
Staged in partnership with One Ocean
Expeditions and LATAM airlines, the event
saw Christine Sapwell from The Travel
Planner Gawler in South Australia walk off
with the main prize.
Nick Aquilina from LATAM was on hand
to talk about the new direct route from
Melbourne to Santiago and highlight the
advantages of the South America Air
Pass. Zoe Francis, Sales and Development
Executive at Bunnik Tours, gave an insight
into the company’s most popular and
comprehensive itineraries, accommodation
and destinations in South America.
Richard Cunningham from One Ocean
Expeditions introduced guests to the
diversity of the last frontier while David
McGonigal, a One Ocean expedition leader,
spoke about some of his experiences over
A traditional welcome to the
more
than
100 journeys
Treaty
7 territorial
landsto the seventh
continent. He highlighted the advantages
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of the One Ocean ships and expert teams
that adapt journeys and find experiences
despite the often unpredictable
conditions. His photos and stories about
wildlife encounters complemented his
informative presentation.
■ bunniktours.com.au

Christine Sapwell with Richard Cunningham
from One Ocean Expeditions (left)
and Adam Dickson from Bunnik Tours

EXPLORER LAUNCH
CAUSES MAY-HEM
AT TRADE EVENTS
P&O CRUISES has created MAY-hem
across Australia with a series of special
trade roadshows to promote its new
program as well as the launch of its
latest ship, Pacific Explorer.
More than 250 agents attended
the MAY-hem events in Sydney,
Brisbane and Melbourne, which saw
P&O sharing details of its 2018-19
program and showcasing new food
and beverage partnerships with the
Sydney-based Archie Rose Distilling Co.
and Melbourne’s master of traditional
Neapolitan pizza, Johnny Di Francesco.
In Sydney, South Sydney Rabbitohs
players George Burgess, Jason Clark,
Angus Crichton and Adam Reynolds
also joined in the fun, as agents cheered
on the cruiseline’s official membership
partnership with the NRL club.
Jonathon House from Flight Centre
World Square in Sydney, Jane Hoskin
from Flight Centre Queen Street Mall
in Brisbane and Kathy Thomaidis from
MTA Travel in Melbourne each won a
cruise in the prize draw at each event.
■ pocruises.com.au

ARE YOU SITTING
ON SOLID GOLD?

THE FIRST three winners of Viking
Cruises’ golden ticket giveaway have
been found as brochure deliveries start
to land.
Cruise Travel Centre Hobart, Escape
Travel Mackay and italktravel Fountain
Gate have each won one of seven
‘Rhine Getaway’ river cruises.
The four remaining golden tickets
can be found between Viking’s new
2018 river brochures and will see the
lucky agency win an eight-day ‘Rhine
Getaway’ river cruise for two from
Amsterdam to Basel (or vice versa)
on a pre-selected date. Agents are
encouraged to check if they are one of
the last lucky winners.
■ vikingrivercruises.com.au

TRAVELtalk: Advertorial

GET OFF THE BEATEN
TRACKS WITH BRITZ
BRITZ IS where incredible 4WD adventures
begin. With a range of brand new 4WD
options, there is no better way to get off the
beaten track and see Australia.
If you’ve got an off-road outback
adventure planned, or some long days to
tick off all the Australian gems you want to
visit – our 4WD’s will get you there with an
option to suit everyone.
Whether you’re travelling with friends,
family, or looking to reconnect for a special
trip away, the Top End of Australia is waiting
for you – with our Britz Outback and Safari
Landcruiser options.
These two unique vehicles have been
designed with you in mind. All Britz 4WD
campers come with fridges to keep the
drinks cold, quality Darche camping chairs,
a picnic table and awning, storage for your
gear, tents built for the Australian outdoors
with sleeping mats and bedding – all perfect
whether you’re travelling with mates, family
or solo.
Both 4WDs sleep up to five people, and
also come with kitchen essentials including
crockery, cutlery and cooking utensils,
plus all general living gear you’ll need! The
Safari Landcruiser is complete with rooftop
tent with annexe, for those amazing room

with a view moments. The
Outback comes with an easy
to assemble stand alone tent,
so you can set up camp, and
head off for a day’s exploring
with ease!
With years of road tripping
experience (and stories to tell!)
– Britz has you covered at
every turn.
A 4WD adventure gets
you up close and personal
with the real Australia; where
locals will point the way to
the unforgettable discoveries around every
corner. Uncover stories that are begging to
be told – or discover the freedom to create
your own to share around the campfire
before packing up and moving on as the
road beckons.
Looking for some advice and inspiration
on how to go by 4WD Camper? Learn from
the people who’ve travelled before you, who
answer the questions you haven’t thought of
yet, and tell the stories of roadtrips you want
to take. Discover iconic 4WD itineraries like
the Gibb River Road heading out of Broome,
or the Natures Way through Kakadu National
Park and beyond in the Northern Territory.

Get to know our team and let us assist you
with your roadtrip planning.
Britz 4WDs are available for travel out
of Broome, Darwin, Alice Springs, Perth,
Cairns and Brisbane with the Outback 4WD
also available in Hobart from 30 October
2017. The dry season beckons with off road
adventures across stunning Australian vistas.
Whether you’re looking for inspiration,
searching for the best 4WD Camper deals,
picking your itinerary or ready to book,
visit our website and the crew at Britz will
get you on the road and kick off your 4WD
adventure.
■ britz.com.au

It’s time for the
self-drive adventure
you’ve always
dreamed of!

GET OUT
& ABOUT

WITH
BRITZ

The crew at Britz campers love a
good 4WD adventure, and want you
to experience this incredible way
of seeing Australia.
Choose between the rugged
Safari Landcruiser 4WD or the
fully automatic Outback 4WD,
both under 6 months old and feature
top-quality tents/equipment.
If you’re looking for a 2WD experience,
check out the range of Britz campers
suitable for up to six people. Grab your
family and friends and book now!
For further information
contact your preferred travel
agent or call 1800 331 454

ls

Campervan. 4WD. Car Renta

#GoByCamper
BRI0613_Travel Talk Advert 4WD_185wx130h.indd 1
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Why you need to be
sure to be safe

It’s said that if you can’t afford travel insurance, you shouldn’t be travelling.
Here, Australian LINDA DAVISON reveals just why it pays to be insured.
MORE THAN 300,000 Australians book travel
insurance with SureSave each year. While the
vast majority go on to have amazing trips
and experiences, in some cases, travellers
need assistance even when they’re on the
other side of the world.
Linda Davison found out just how
invaluable SureSave’s ‘WE Assist’ team can
be when she fractured her pelvis while
on a skiing holiday with friends in Aspen,
Colorado, in January 2016. SureSave
responded quickly and even sent a WE Assist
team member to Aspen to meet with Linda
and escort her home to Melbourne.
Here is Linda’s story in her own words.
“I’d had an amazing holiday with friends
when, on the last run, on a relatively easy
slope, I turned sharply to avoid somebody.
“I caught an edge and went up in the air
and crashed down directly onto my left hip
- I knew immediately that something was
terribly wrong. I was taken to the clinic on
site before being transported by ambulance
to Aspen Hospital.
“SureSave’s WE Assist Emergency service

team were instantly ready to help from the
moment my friend made contact with them.
I was in a foreign country, on the other side
of the world, and suffering major injuries,
so it was very comforting to know that an
Australian team was on hand with my best
interests in mind at all times.
“They went above and beyond to get me
home as quickly as possible, and knew exactly
how to get me the help I needed. The SureSave
WE Assist team were very knowledgeable,
kept me informed of developments every
step of the way and were friendly and helpful
throughout the entire process.
“The Head of Emergency Assistance at
SureSave flew out to Aspen to help take care
of me – I couldn’t have done it without her.
From getting into my pyjamas, to packing
my suitcase and making sure I hadn’t left
anything behind – I really could not have
asked for a greater level of service. She took
care of me throughout the long journey
home as if I was part of her own family.
“While I have always been fully aware of
the necessity of travel insurance, especially

VISITORS POWER AUSSIE TOURISM JUGGERNAUT
A RECORD number of travellers have visited Australia over the past year, signalling the
continued rise of the tourism sector as a jobs and wealth-generating juggernaut.
The latest ABS Overseas Arrivals figures show that 8.5 million people travelled to Australia
over the 12 months to April 2017, an increase of 9.5 per cent on the previous April.
New Zealand continues to be our largest market (1,355,700 visitors) but China is poised
to overtake (1,231,400) while the U.S. market has seen a resurgence (740,900) of 14.9
per cent. The strongest growth was achieved by South Korea (291,600), up 15.9 per cent,
followed by India (270,900, up 15.8 per cent).
“These figures are fantastic news for our booming visitor economy,” commented Margy
Osmond, Chief Executive of the Tourism & Transport Forum. “Not only are more and more
people choosing to visit Australia for their holidays, for business or to visit family and
friends, but the record breaking growth shows no signs of slowing.”
■ ttf.org.au

Rawnsley Park Station, Flinders
Ranges, SA. Picture courtesy South
Australian Tourism Commission
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while on an adventurous holiday such as a ski
trip, I had never quite appreciated the level
of support required when something goes
wrong and the high degree of knowledge and
assistance that is needed in these situations.
“Without investing in travel insurance
with SureSave, I would have been left with
tens of thousands of dollars of medical,
travel and other expenses and I’m not sure
how I would have made it home.
“It’s one thing to place a claim for lost
luggage or a cancelled flight, but when I was
in this very vulnerable situation where I wasn’t
able to really look after myself or think clearly,
due to the pain I was in, knowing I could
completely rely on the knowledge and support
of the SureSave WE Assist team was absolutely
invaluable. I can’t thank them enough.”
■ suresave.com.au

TRAVELtalk

Selling
Thailand
TO AUSTRALIA

Traveltalk’s MARK HARADA reports from Thailand Travel Mart
2017 in Chiang Mai where the country’s tourism authorities
have placed a big target on the Australian market.
DESPITE ITS already burgeoning popularity
with Australians, Thailand feels there are still
many ways in which it can increase tourism
from one of its most important markets.
Among these is a push to grow market
segments such as youth and active travel,
Dr Walailak Noypayak, Tourism Authority
of Thailand South Asia and South Pacific
Region Executive Director, told Traveltalk at
the recent Thailand Travel Mart 2017 (TTM).
She added that along with more active
beach holidays, sports tourism and events
were key to growing penetration in these
markets. The female traveller is also on the
radar, with TAT’s ‘Women’s Journey Thailand
2017’ campaign underway, as well as foodies,
who will revel in the Kingdom’s upcoming
first Michelin guide. Dr Walailak also
pointed to medical tourism and authentic
experiences as other key growth areas.
Sitting down with Traveltalk prior to TTM,
H.E. Mrs. Kobkarn Wattanavrangku, Thailand’s
Tourism and Sport Minister, said the country
would be more actively promoting itself
Down Under as a wedding and romance
destination, and would also look at growing
maritime tourism, especially high-end ocean
cruising, super yacht experiences and the
already popular river cruising segment.
As emerging destinations, the Minister

lauded TTM host Chiang Mai’s appeal,
with its thriving arts scene and cultural
significance, Chiang Rai, as the birthplace
of Lanna culture, and even less frequented
parts of Phuket, such as the Old Town area
that highlights the region’s fascinating
Peranakan cultures.
Elsewhere, Dr Walailak said Phuket
neighbour Krabi had room to grow, along
with Trat Province islands like Koh Chang
– and then there is Isan in the country’s
northeast, which CNN recently marked as
a space to watch. Eastern areas like Pattaya
and Rayong will also be more accessible with
a new international airport at U-Tapao.
TAT’s aim to lure even more Aussies to
its shores fits perfectly with the country’s
new strategy of focusing on revenue over
pure visitor numbers. According to Walailak,
Australians are now the biggest spenders
per capita in Thailand, which is extremely
significant when you consider the cashed up
tourists that flock here each year from Japan,
Western Europe and North America.
Although Australian visitor numbers to
Thailand fell slightly to 791,631 in 2016,
figures this year are already looking good,
with arrivals up 3.5 per cent in the first four
months of 2017. The average length of stay
for an Australian is an impressive 13 days.

Thailand Travel Mart Plus:
Amazing Gateway to the Greater Mekong
Subregion is Thailand’s annual B2B
tourism showcase and this year it saw
some 400 buyers from 56 countries meet
with 492 sellers from Thailand and GMS
countries.
The main take away from the event
was the Southeast Asian nation’s push to
showcase its communities as its strongest
assets. “Everyone will say ‘we love the Thai
people’. In Thailand, we take friendship
seriously … friendship is for life,” said
Minister Wattanavrangku. Reflecting these
valued relationships, an impressive seven in
10 tourists to Thailand are said to be repeat
visitors.
As well as giving visitors a more authentic
travel experience, greater community-based
tourism would benefit everyone, with a
better distribution of tourism income,
the Minister told TTM delegates. “Tourism
shouldn't be about how much profit we
make … but by how much we can give,” she
said in an impassioned address.
Pictures by Mark Harada
Traveltalk was a guest of TAT and stayed at
RatiLanna Riverside Spa Resort, Chiang Mai.
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Growth is the key as Viking
celebrates major milestone

HOW MUCH CAN A polar bear?
THERE IS little doubt that seeing
polar bears in their natural habitat is
a powerful incentive to travel, but the
timing and location chosen is critical to
maximise possible sightings.
PONANT’S 12-night luxury
Spitsbergen/Svalbard voyage, ‘Discovery
of the King of the Arctic’, takes place in
July, which is prime polar bear viewing
time when the Midnight Sun doesn’t
set below the horizon and the Arctic ice
slowly melts.
More than 3,000 polar bears live around
Svalbard, outnumbering the human
population, so the chances of seeing one or
more polar bears is high, but nature being
nature, such things are likely although
cannot be guaranteed.
Fortunately there is plenty of other
wildlife to look out for and photograph.
Arctic foxes, Arctic terns, walruses,
whales and puffins. Svalbard reindeer
have no natural predators so don’t
be surprised to see one wandering
around, unperturbed, even in colourful
downtown Longyearbyen. At 78 degrees
north, Longyearbyen is the northernmost

town on Earth and the start and finishing
point for this memorable voyage.
The 12-night ‘Discovery of the King
of the Arctic’ voyage takes place from
July 16 to July 28, 2018, aboard Le Boreal
and is priced from $14,250 per person
twin share in a deluxe stateroom with
private balcony. Price includes Paris/
Longyearbyen/Paris flights pre/post
voyage, accommodation, all meals on
board, open bar, 24-hour room service,
expedition parka, free boot hire, outings
in Zodiacs with the expedition team and
onboard presentations.
■ ponant.com

VIKING CRUISES is celebrating its 20th
anniversary this year, marking two decades
of innovation in the cruising category.
Founded in 1997 by Chairman Torstein
Hagen with the purchase of four river ships in
Russia, Viking now employs more than 4,000
staff worldwide. In 2000, Viking purchased
Europe’s KD River Cruises to grow its fleet, to
leverage 175 years of river cruising experience
and to acquire rights to prime docking
locations in key European cities.
The company has already welcomed two
new Viking Longships in Europe and its third
ocean ship, Viking Sky, was christened in
February. Its fourth ocean ship, Viking Sun,
will debut in October and will visit Cuba
before embarking on a 141-day world cruise.
Viking Spirit will join the fleet in 2018 and will
sail itineraries in Australia, New Zealand, Asia
and Alaska. A sixth, yet-to-be-named sister
ship will be delivered in 2019.
“2017 is an exciting year for Viking, as we
continue to welcome new ships to our fleet
and offer new itineraries across the world,”
said Michelle Black, Managing Director,
Australia and New Zealand.
“We also have seen a great response from
the Australian and New Zealand market for
our ocean offering. Our destination-focused
approach with compelling itineraries,
combined with our extensive on-board
inclusions and beautiful ships are proving to
be a winning formula with this market.”
■ vikingcruises.com.au

Picture courtesy i-stock
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TIME TO GET A LITTLE

UNSPOILED
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Orion will be heading to French Polynesia and the
South Pacific in 2018, offering five new itineraries from March through to
August.
The one- and two-week voyages will provide access to landscapes,
waterfalls and shore landings that are only accessible by expedition ship and
Zodiac. Guests will discover coral reefs, secluded atolls, wildlife and a wealth
of culture. Expedition rates start from $9,620.
Part research vessel, part grand hotel, the 102-guest National Geographic
Orion is outfitted with a host of exploration tools. These include snorkelling
gear, a SCUBA program that can accommodate up to 24 divers at a time, a
glass bottom boat, kayaks, paddleboards, a state of the art remote operated
vehicle (ROV) that reaches depths of up to 300 metres and a fleet of Zodiacs.
Expeditions include an 18-day ‘Easter Island to Tahiti: Tales of the Pacific’
voyage that explores the farthest reaches of Oceania to islands that are
virtually inaccessible and untouched. There’s also the 15-day ‘Azure Seas from
Tahiti to the Marquesas’, an in-depth exploration of one of the most remote
and culturally unique island groups in the world.
■ au.expeditions.com; adventureworld.com.au

World
Leader
of
World Leader
of
Luxury Expeditions
Luxury
Expeditions

Above: Kiribati in the
South Pacific
Below: Guests on
a Zodiac near the
National Geographic
Orion in Fiji

Luxury Arctic Expeditions with the World’s Polar Experts
Let your clients explore the volcanic Pribilof Islands, see the Northern Lights, transit the legendary
Northwest Passage or the Inside Passage... They will wonder at majestic landscapes of jagged
mountains and vertiginous fjords, hot springs, shimmering icebergs and growling glaciers, all
the time keeping an eye out and camera ready for wildlife - orcas, puffins, walruses, caribou,
Arctic foxes and polar bears in their natural habitat. Let them uncover rich histories and cultures,
learn about Vikings, whalers, explorers, and interact with the hospitable Aleut or Inuit people.
Accompanied by the experienced Expedition team they will enjoy absorbing lectures and gain
valuable insights - the expeditions further enhanced by a fleet of Zodiacs® enabling access to
remote locations. As modern-day explorers, they will experience relaxed ambiance, comfort and
intuitive service, onboard the world’s youngest fleet of ice-rated ecologically responsible small
luxury expedition ships, each with just 132 staterooms & suites. Book now to save up to 30%*!
SPITSBERGEN & THE KING OF THE ARCTIC: 16th July 2018, 12 nights from $16,610pp(1)
UNEXPLORED GREENLAND: 17th July 2018, 12 nights from $10,310pp(2)
ALASKA & RUSSIA WONDERS: 10th September 2018, 16 nights from $14,390pp(2)
Call us to register for our information events in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane & Canberra.
Contact PONANT: 1300 737 178 - reservations.aus@ponant.com - www.ponant.com
*Ponant Bonus subject to change based on availability. (1) Ponant Bonus fare per
person based on a double occupancy in Prestige Stateroom - Deck 4. (2) Ponant
Bonus fare per person based on a double occupancy in Deluxe Stateroom. Ponant
Bonus fares include port taxes and transfer, yield managed, correct at time of
printing. Refer to au.ponant.com for T&Cs. Photographs © PONANT: Laurence
Fischer, Lorraine Turci, Servane Roy-Berton, Eric Laignel. ABN: 35 166 676 517
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SUPER SHIP IS SUPER FUN FOR

families

Making it personal in

North America
GUESTS WILL have more ability than ever
to personalise their Canada and Alaska
experiences with APT next year.
The company’s new Canada & Alaska
featuring USA 2018 brochure includes a
new option to sail the Inside Passage with
six-star operator Seabourn.
The ‘Ultra Luxury Alaska’ cruise will be
offered in conjunction with three new
Classic Journey land tour itineraries, two of
which include a stay at the Sparkling Hill
Resort in Vernon, British Columbia. This
is a European-style retreat owned by the
former head of the Swarovski company
and bejewelled with more than three
million crystals.
Meanwhile a new Small Group Discovery
tour with a maximum of 20 guests will
venture to Yellowknife in the Northwest
Territories, where guests will stay in the new
Skywatch Resort & Spa, which is ideal for
viewing the Northern Lights.
“Classic Land Journeys remain at
the heart of what we do in Canada, but
for those looking for something a bit
different we also offer Remote Journeys
to harder to reach destinations, Small
Group Discoveries and Luxury Small
Ship Cruising,” said Steve Reynolds, APT
Executive General Manager.
“These combined with our expanded
Freedom of Choice Touring options
means that no two APT Canada & Alaska
experiences need ever be exactly the same.”
This year’s brochure details more than
100 Freedom of Choice touring options,
which allow guests to choose from a
menu of sightseeing activities at selected
destinations.
■ aptouring.com.au
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MSC CRUISES is taking its family-friendly
cruise holidays to a new level with its
biggest and smartest ship to date.
Christened on June 3, MSC Meraviglia is
sailing in the Mediterranean, taking guests
to classic destinations in ultra-contemporary
style.
For the first time on any of the cruise
line’s ships, all the facilities for families,
kids and teens are brought together in the
Super Amusement Park. Options include a
multi-purpose sports arena with sea views
that converts to a dance space at night, a
full-length bowling alley, two Formula 1
simulators, a flight simulator, 5-D cinema
and arcade games.
On the top deck, the Polar Aqua Park

includes three water slides, a splash pool
and champagne flute slide. Thrill-seekers can
also cross the ship on the Himalayan Bridge,
suspended 80 metres above the sea.
A new high-tech media space on deck
seven operates as a TV studio, comedy club,
karaoke bar and live music venue. Games,
quizzes and talent contests are streamed
live around the ship and shown on the giant
screen overlooking the Atmosphere pool.
In another first for MSC Cruises, MSC
Meraviglia features a 96-metre Promenade
flanked by shops, bars and restaurants. The
entire ceiling is covered by an 80-metre LED
screen – the longest at sea – that displays
visuals and special effects all day.
■ Msccruises.com.au

Owners in bliss as keel deal is done
THE KEEL has been laid at a ceremony
in Germany for Norwegian Bliss, the first
cruise ship custom built with features
and amenities for the ultimate Alaska
experience.
Andy Stuart, President and CEO of
Norwegian Cruise Line, laid the traditional
‘lucky coin’, etched with the outline of the
ship’s signature hull designed by wildlife
artist Wyland, before the first keel block
was lowered into place.
“We are overjoyed to celebrate the
keel laying of Norwegian Bliss, our
sixteenth ship and sure to be our most
innovative ship to date,” he said. “We have
seen overwhelming anticipation and
excitement from our guests and travel
partners for Norwegian Bliss.”
The third ship in the line’s Breakaway
Plus class, the cruise liner will
accommodate 4,000 guests and is due
for delivery in April next year. During her
inaugural summer 2018 season, the ship

will sail weekly seven-day Alaska cruises
each Saturday from the recently expanded
Pier 66 Cruise Terminal in Seattle.
The ship’s itinerary will feature calls in
Ketchikan, Juneau, Skagway and Victoria,
British Columbia, along with scenic glacier
cruising. Norwegian Bliss will begin her
inaugural winter season in November
2018, sailing seven-day Eastern Caribbean
cruises each Saturday from PortMiami,
featuring calls in St. Thomas, US Virgin
Islands; Tortola, British Virgin Islands and
Nassau, Bahamas.
■ ncl.com.au

IN SE A RCH OF
THE NORTHER N LIGHTS
13 DAYS, 6 GUIDED TOUR S, 2 COUNTR IES

ENJOY, IT’S ALL INCLUDED

RECEIVE

$1,000

• 13-day cruise visiting 2 countries
and 7 ports with a private veranda
stateroom

AIR CREDIT
PER PERSON

• Guided excursion in each port of call
• Culture Curriculum: Become
immersed in your destinations
through lectures on or
performances of music, art,
cooking, dance and history

BOOK BY
30 SEP 2017

Norwegian
Sea

Alta
Tromsø
Narvik
Bodø

• All onboard meals
• Wine, beer & soft drinks with lunch
and dinner on board

NORWAY

• Coffee and tea any time on board
North
Sea

• 24-hour room service

Bergen
Stavanger

N

• Access to top-rated spa
ENGLAND

• Free Wi-Fi
• All restaurant reservation fees

London (Tilbury)

• All port charges and government
taxes
• All onboard tipping and gratuities
• No credit card surcharges

Cruise
Overnight in Port

• Self-service laundry

2019 OCEAN CRUISE
Departure dates: 2 & 14 March 2019
London to Bergen or vice versa
13 days | 6 guided tours | 2 countries
MUST BOOK BY 30 SEP TEMBER 2017

NOW FROM

$7,995

NO KIDS | NO CASINOS | VOTED WORLD’S BEST

138 747

pp

or until sold out

VIKINGCRUISES.COM.AU OR SEE YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT

Price is per person, in Australian dollars, based on double occupancy, subject to availability, based on 2 March 2019 departure onboard Viking Sky in Veranda V2 stateroom and correct at the time of printing.
Valid on 2019 sailings only. Must book by 30 September 2017. For more details please visit vikingcruises.com.au

INSIDE TRAVELLER

Exploring our
home region

A STING IN THE TALE
Even a swarm of wasps couldn’t deter DAMIAN PERRY, CEO of the Cox & Kings Group Australasia, from
exploring the world. Here he shares some of his travel stories.
What has been your most
memorable travel experience?
Spending time with friends while sailing
through Greece. We would moor in ports
or in remote isolated coves throughout the
island network living like Robinson Crusoe.
At port, we would spend days with locals at
markets, restaurants, on farms and taking
tips from locals on areas to explore.
We ended up sharing moments in small
villages with some of the most engaging
and generous people you could meet. And
of course, we had the best welcome and
conversation opener, as the relationship
between our nations runs deep – everyone
knows someone back in Australia.
And the worst?
I was attacked by a swarm of wasps in
Vietnam. I could have died. It could be an
episode of ‘when local guides go wrong’. It
wasn’t pretty and on reflection we clearly
should not have been there.
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What is your favourite country abroad?
So many, but Italy is hard to beat. The
diversity is key. Passion for life is second to
none. From the Dolomites and lakes up north,
culturally rich cities throughout, spectacular
coasts down south and of course incredible
Sicily. These great spots are made even better
with wonderful and friendly locals that I
find warm, welcoming and share a common
passion for family, friends, food and life.
Where was your first overseas trip?
I grew up in country Victoria and then
moved to Melbourne for secondary school.
So I didn’t leave Australia until I was 21 on a
big trip through Asia, Europe and the USA.
I have not looked back and love travelling
with my family. My young sons seem to have
the same desire for exploring the world.
Which destination is on top of your
bucket list?
How much time do you have? Maybe
Chile. I have been to Chile but haven’t really

immersed myself yet. I would love to explore
the mountains, fjords, rural areas, small
towns and wine regions.
What is your best travel tip?
My first tip is travel light. If you can’t
carry it – don’t take it. You can always get
something locally. My second tip is to
get out there and explore, even if you’re
travelling alone. Do some simple research
and ask a local to uncover the destination
as the best experiences are often those
unplanned.
What do you think will be the ‘next big
thing’ in travel?
Deep connections! Experiences and
destinations matter. However, connecting
with genuine locals allowing you to bring
home moments, memories and connections is
growing fast. It’s already happening with small
communities and networks where you engage
with people that may be passionate
about
Craig and
Kalyra
Makepeace
a certain destination, hobby,
interestsnorkelling
or activity.

CRUISEtalk
INSIDE TRAVELLER
Who would you most like to sit next to on a
long haul flight (living or dead)?
I have a list, but Nelson Mandela would be my
choice. His ability to be driven when there was only
hope, overcome the impossible and live life, never
give up based on values of tolerance, respect and
equality were exceptional, and he is one of the great
leaders of all time.
Tell us about the publication you released
recently and why it’s a completely new
departure for Cox & Kings?
We have introduced a new way to inspire
travellers away from the traditional ‘travel
brochure’ and transform the way travellers
and travel agents research and engage in the
destination and journeys on offer.
Our new Cox & Kings Compass Magazine
combines both aspirational stories, tips and advice
for travellers, with product embedded into the
destination stories. It’s not a magazine and not a
brochure, but it is a platform for our teams, friends
and families on the ground in destinations around
the world to share real life stories and experiences
with interested travellers.
We nicknamed it our ‘bro-zine’. It’s experiencerich and there is so much more development
to come to make it even easier to consume and
inspire. We want to energise travellers and add
value for the clients with great tips and insider
knowledge that you don’t get from a traditional
catalogue/brochure.
■ coxandkings.com.au

“

My first tip is travel light. If you can’t carry it – don’t
take it. You can always get something locally.

The new generation
of travellers

WHAT TYPE OF Aussie
A NEW report claims to have identified the
six types of Australian traveller, warning
marketers against a ‘one size fits all’
approach.
According to data contained in the survey,
Australians are travelling more than ever
with more than a third (nine million) having
travelled domestically in the past six months
or internationally in the past year.
Further, we can be classified into six
distinct travelling groups, according to the
2017 Australian Connected Consumers Report
(ACCR) and Nielsen’s Consumer & Media View.
1. Conventional travellers. Local
tourists visiting their favourite
domestic destinations or visiting
family and friends. This group is most likely
to book travel and accommodation online
and the majority (60 per cent) are interested
in cheap airlines. They represent 20 per cent
of the Australian travelling population.
2. Globetrotting grey nomads.
Affluent, older overseas travellers
who like to experience the
unknown and are keen to embrace other
cultures, 16 per cent of the travelling
population.

”

traveller ARE YOU?

3. Domestic grey nomads.
A smaller group (five per cent),
they are older travellers who
enjoy getting away on weekends or for short
breaks and prefer camping, bushwalking
and relaxing on the beach. Social media
savvy, they often hear about a new product
or service online.

4. Escape from reality. Family
oriented travellers who are
looking for local weekend escapes.
Representing 21 per cent of the travelling
population, the majority (71 per cent)
have travelled domestically in the past six
months. They are heavier users of Instagram
and Twitter and trust social media as an
information source.
5. Hungry for culture. This group
(17 per cent) prefer to plan a
long overseas holiday and will
visit historical sites and museums. They
are passionate about food particularly
from other cultures and prefer traditional
newspapers.
6 Travelling in style. Extroverted,
image-conscious and
spontaneous domestic travellers.
This group (21 per cent) use social media to

Picture courtesy
Evergreen Tours

interact with others and obtain information
about new products and 70 per cent take
care of their appearance at all times.
“Travel marketers should be considering
the uniqueness of the six groups when
building their marketing strategies so that
they invest effectively,” said John Price,
Director Marketing Effectiveness at Nielsen.
“There is no one size fits all approach in
marketing to Aussie travellers.”
The ACCR is an industry tool to guide
business marketing and media strategy in
alignment with today's connected consumers.
Nielsen Consumer & Media View is a rolling
survey of more than 20,000 Australians aged
14 and above. It captures their lifestyles,
behaviours, passions and attitudes towards
almost every aspect of their life.
■ nielsen.com
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Branch out
UNDER THE STARS
THE UNIQUE Treehotel in Swedish Lapland has recently
completed the construction of its seventh room.
Located in the forests surrounding Harads, the Treehotel is
just an hour’s flight from Stockholm and has six different rooms
all designed by Scandinavia’s foremost architects. The new space
is larger and taller than the others, boasting levels of experience
‘in the borderlands between heaven and earth’.
Among the many novel design ideas, the entire underside of
the new room has been covered by a life-size photograph of the
treetops as they looked before the building was put in place. This
means it almost ‘disappears’ from view when approaching from
below, leaving just the image of the forest as it looked before.
The suite itself is located 10 metres up in the pines, offering
views of the Lule River. Large panoramic windows face north
and, along with skylights in the bedrooms, allow guests to
watch the Northern Lights from inside the room.
The greatest experience for guests could well be the suite’s
unique terrace made of net. A natural pine grows through the
net and its branches spread out, allowing you to climb out, with
the strong net safely below. Guests can either lie face down and
gaze at the forest floor or lie looking up at the starry sky. The
new suite does have two separate bedrooms, but most guests
will probably venture out to sleep under the stars on the net.
The new accommodation option is in addition to the
current rooms: UFO, Cabin, Blue Cone (that is actually red),
Dragonfly, Mirrorcube, Bird’s Nest and Tree Saunas. It is priced
from $2,400 per night including breakfast.
Pictures courtesy Treehotel/Johan Jansson
■ bentours.com/unique-accommodation

IN BRIEF///
■ THE NEW Mantra Hotel at Sydney Airport
opens this month and to mark the occasion
has a special offer running from July 19 to
September 29. The deal is $159 per night for
a studio king room including 1GB of internet
access daily, a welcome drink voucher on
arrival and room upgrade (conditions apply,
subject to availability). The hotel features
136 contemporary studio rooms, restaurant,
bar and an integrated lobby and reception
space. Conveniently-located close to the
domestic airport and its terminals, the
nine-level new build property also has an
express check-out service, internet kiosk and
a relaxed dining and service culture.
mantra.com.au
Shangri-La Hotel,
Melbourne

■ SHANGRI-LA HAS been announced as
the official hotel operator for a planned
landmark luxury development in
Melbourne’s CBD. When it is completed in
2022, it is expected the five-star property
will feature an estimated 500 guest rooms
with three levels of amenities for guests to
enjoy, including a sky lobby, restaurants,
spa, fitness centre, pool and a state of the
art ballroom. The new Shangri-La Hotel,
Melbourne will be located at 308 Exhibition
Street. shangri-la.com
■ QUEST APARTMENT Hotels is continuing
its expansion in Victoria, with construction
commencing at Quest Epping at Pacific
Epping Shopping Centre. The property
will feature 96 apartments, including
studio, one-, two- and three-bedroom
configurations. The development also
includes on-site parking, a conference room
and gym and is expected to open early in
2018. It will be the 55th Quest property in
Victoria. questapartments.com.au
■ ACCORHOTELS HAS announced that
Templers Mill Hotel will rebrand to Mercure
Orange and join its growing network of
regional New South Wales hotels in August,
following the completion of a three-year
expansion master plan and a $9million dollar
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Aloft Perth

transformation. Owned by the Orange ExServices Club, the two-storey, 77-room hotel
is located within the Club’s precinct which
features nine function rooms including
an indoor swimming pool, sauna and
gymnasium. mercure.com
■ PERTH HAS welcomed a new name
to its hotel scene with the first Aloft
property to open in Australia. Aloft Perth
is the centrepiece of an urban renewal
project and will be the social hub of the
Springs Rivervale community, which is
located alongside the Swan River and on
the doorstep of Perth Central Business
District. It has 224 rooms, Springs Kitchen
restaurant, rooftop ballroom and W XYZ®
bar. alofthotels.com

PROPERTYtalk

LUXURY HOTEL UNVEILED FOR THE CBD
SYDNEY IS to get a new luxury boutique
hotel with news that AccorHotels is planning
a $120 million property in the heart of the
city’s CBD.
The hotel will be located on the corner of
Bathurst and Castlereagh Streets as part of
a $380 million mixed-use development. The
project will comprise a new build 36-storey
tower with a 121-room hotel housed over
levels one to nine with 131 residential
apartments above on levels 10 to 34.
Designed by the award-winning
Candalapas & Associates architects, The
Porter House Hotel, MGallery by Sofitel
and residential apartments will interweave
the existing 1870s heritage-listed Porter

House adjacent to the tower, which will be
thoughtfully redeveloped as part of the
project.
The Porter House will feature four levels of
additional facilities, including a lobby, pool
and fitness centre, two restaurants, a fourthfloor bar with roving art gallery, meeting and
private dining facilities and a business centre.
Valet parking will also be provided for all cars.
The 121 guest rooms and suites in the
new tower will take their cue from the
heritage building with thoughtful use of
materials and detailing, including stitched
rich leathers, bronze glass round showers,
polished metal accents, timber and heritageinspired decorative tiles.

“The Sydney hotel sector is the strongest
in Australia with consistent occupancy
levels in the mid-high 80 per cent range and
average rates growing sharply,” said Simon
McGrath, Chief Operating Officer Pacific for
AccorHotels.
“This new MGallery by Sofitel hotel
will stand to greatly benefit from the
tourism and infrastructure boom we are
currently seeing with projects such as the
International Convention Centre and light rail
development.
“A new boutique hotel such as this will
provide both business and leisure travellers
with a new luxury boutique experience in
Sydney, whether they visit for conferences,
events, cultural or sporting events.”
Construction on The Porter House Hotel,
MGallery by Sofitel will commence in early 2018
with completion expected in December 2020.
■ sofitel.com

is your ultimate
travel companion
Get all the latest news, deal and
competitions delivered right to your inbox
when you subscribe to our digital newsletter.
Head to www.traveltalkmag.com.au
to subscribe – and while you’re there, take
our new weekly travel quiz and find out if
you are a travel know-it-all.
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SKYtalk
Solomon Airlines has
launched new website

GET OUT AND ABOUT IN The Philippines
THE PHILIPPINES is now even more
accessible to Australian travellers thanks to
Cebu Pacific Air, which operates a non-stop
direct flight from Sydney to its Manila hub.
Travelling options within the country
have been further increased due to the
low cost carrier launching new routes and
operating from the new terminal at Puerto
Princesa International Airport.
Cebu Pacific has expanded its network
through its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Cebgo. From Manila, which is an eighthour flight from Sydney, travellers can
connect to Cebu’s Clark hub, which

also connects travellers to Boracay and
Busuanga.
The airline will operate daily services
between Clark and Caticlan, Boracay and
three weekly services between Clark and
Busuanga. Cebgo has also launched two
additional direct services between Cebu
and Busuanga and Cebu and Cotabato.
Further to this, Cebu Pacific has started
flying in and out of the new terminal of
Puerto Princesa International Airport,
operating the most number of flights to
and from the capital of Palawan.
■ cebupacificair.com

FURTHER BUILDING on its online customer
service delivery, Solomon Airlines has
launched a new website employing the
latest in web-based flight, shopping and
booking technology.
Colin Sigimanu, Solomon Airlines’
Manager – Commercial, said a major benefit
of harnessing the latest in new generation
technology was intended to improve both
usability and a far better experience for
customers accessing the website for flight
and product shopping.
“Our new website offers much easier
navigation and far more visible information
to intuitively guide customers in the flight
and booking process,” he said.
“Add to this it provides a quicker booking
flow (four steps versus the previous five) and a
far more persistent ‘shopping basket’, allowing
customers to refer to their selected flights.”
The new website also highlights the
expanded routes and international
destinations now serviced by Solomon
Airlines and its codeshare partners including
Qantas Airways, Air Niugini and Air Vanuatu.
In addition, the new website provides
travellers with information on the Solomon
Islands and the multitude of ever-increasing
travel and holiday opportunities the
destination offers international visitors.
■ flysolomons.com

NEW SERVICE TAKES-OFF FROM MELBOURNE
AIR CHINA has commenced its new thriceweekly direct service to Shenzhen from
Melbourne.
The airline operates flights on Tuesday,
Friday and Sunday, departing Melbourne
at 9pm. The service is on an Airbus A330200 which boasts 30 flat-bed business class
seats and 207 economy class seats.
“We expect the service to be well
received by holidaymakers, and our
business community alike,” said Simon
Gandy, Melbourne Airport Chief of
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Aviation. “Last year on average 85 Victorians
travelled to China for business purposes per
day, so we know the route will be in high
demand. The popularity goes both ways as
China is currently our largest international
inbound market for visitor arrivals.”
It is estimated the new flights will inject
between $100 million and $150 million
into the local economy each year. The
airline currently operates more than 100
international routes covering 39 countries.
“As the national flag carrier of China

and the first Chinese airline providing
air service between Australia and China,
we are committed to the economic
development and cultural exchange
between our two countries,” said Yuanyuan
Huang, General Manager, Air China.
“Our Air China network development
strategy is focused on key markets. With the
new service from Melbourne to Shenzhen,
Air China now has three direct services from
Melbourne to three Tier 1 cities in China.”
■ airchina.com.au

SKYtalk
AIRCRAFT ARRIVES ON TIME FOR ATHENS
SCOOT IS set to make its mark with further long-haul services following the launch
of its new route to Athens.
The new service commenced on June 20, using the first of four new 787
Dreamliners ordered by the low cost airline for delivery this year. The first of the
Boeing 787-8s, named ‘Mous-Scoot-Ka’ (after the popular Greek dish Moussaka) was
welcomed at Singapore Changi Airport ahead of its deployment to Athens, with
direct services to another long-haul destination to be announced later this year.
“Our vision of serving not just passengers in the region, but also those beyond is
being realised with Mous-Scoot-Ka and its fellow crew-bunk-fitted 787 Dreamliners
that will be joining our fleet this year,” said Mr Lee Lik Hsin, CEO of Scoot.
“Our extensive footprint in the region provides us with a good base of
connecting traffic to support our long-haul services, and we are excited about the
opportunities that we can tap with our expanded fleet.”
■ FlyScoot.com

IN BRIEF///
■ EMIRATES HAVE confirmed that their new
first class product will be showcased at the
Dubai Air Show in November. It will make
its debut on the Boeing 777-300ER and
will see six private suites laid out in a 1-1-1
configuration, compared to the eight private
suites in a 1-2-1 configuration currently on
the 777 fleet. As well as the new first class
product, Emirates’ new Boeing 777-300ER
will have a range of additional new features
in the business and economy class cabins.
emirates.com/au

■ TIGERAIR AUSTRALIA has begun the only
direct low cost services between Brisbane
and Perth, providing an affordable and
reliable option on one of the country’s
longest domestic routes. The airline will
operate a year-round base schedule of four
weekly return services between the two
destinations, increasing up to six times
weekly in peak periods such as school
holidays. The new services will deliver
more than 80,000 additional seats annually
through both airports. tigerair.com.au

■ SRILANKAN AIRLINES is set to
commence daily non-stop services
between Melbourne and Colombo later
this year. The airline currently operates
double daily services between Sri Lanka
and Australia via Singapore and Kuala
Lumpur with codeshare partners Qantas
and Malaysia Airlines, but by October 29, it
will establish its own presence in Australia.
The airline will utilise Airbus 330-200s on
the route.
srilankan.com
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TIME TO LOUNGE AROUND AT JKF
AMERICAN AIRLINES has opened its newly renovated Flagship Lounge and brand new
Flagship First Dining at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York.
American began renovations to its Flagship Lounges and announced its plan for Flagship
First Dining last year as part of a $US200 million (approx. $AU265 million) investment in the
luxury travel experience.
In addition to the JFK facility, new or renovated Flagship Lounges are planned for Chicago
O’Hare, Dallas Fort Worth, Los Angeles, London Heathrow, Miami and Philadelphia.
Customers will enjoy a range of food options including a robust hot and cold food buffet,
an à la carte dining menu and a chef’s table with a rotating menu of made-to-order entrees.
Visitors can pair their meals with premium wine and champagne or a drink from the ‘make
your own cocktail’ station.
“We already provide the best premium in-flight experience among U.S. airlines. Now we’re
thrilled to unveil our remodelled Flagship Lounges and to be the first U.S. airline to offer top-ofthe-line dining in the airport,” said Kurt Stache, Senior Vice President, Marketing, Loyalty and Sales.
■ americanairlines.com.au

NOW MELBOURNE IS TURNING JAPANESE
JAPAN AIRLINES has announced it will run
a daily non-stop service from Melbourne to
Tokyo from September.
The airline will use a Boeing 787-8
Dreamliner with a capacity of 186 seats. The
aircraft will be configured to provide a larger
than normal allocation of premium seating
to capture the strong business links between
Japanese companies and Melbourne, which
will become the second Aussie city in the
JAL network following on from Sydney.
“I’m thrilled at JAL’s decision to bring
its service to Melbourne, supporting the
growing demand between
Victoria and Tokyo for
holidaymakers and business
travellers alike,” said Simon
Gandy, Chief of Aviation at
Melbourne Airport.
“One of our greatest
strengths is our curfew-free
status, which allows us to
operate non-stop services such
as this one, 24 hours a day. We’re
always open and can provide
greater flexibility for our airlines
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and their travellers.”
There has been a significant increase in
tourism between Victoria and Japan, with
283,000 people travelling between the two
destinations last year. From 2012 to 2016
the market has increased on average by 20
per cent year-on-year.
The inaugural JAL flight is set to depart
on September 2 and special fares are
available for flights to Tokyo for business,
premium economy and economy class
sections until July 31.
■ au.jal.com

Partners come
together for
seamless travel
VIRGIN AUSTRALIA has begun selling
codeshare services on Air Canada flights
between Los Angeles and three major
Canadian cities, enabling customers to
enjoy new, seamless connections between
Australia and Canada.
The announcement represents the
implementation of the first phase of the
strategic cooperation agreement between
the two airlines following their execution
of a Memorandum of Understanding in
December 2016.
Customers travelling on Virgin Australia’s
18 return services per week between
Australia and Los Angeles can now book
travel on Air Canada’s flights between Los
Angeles and Toronto, Calgary and Montreal.
The two airlines intend to offer reciprocal
frequent flyer redemption benefits on each
other’s flights in a subsequent stage of
the agreement, with further details to be
released later in the year.
■ virginaustralia.com; aircanada.com

SMART BUSINESS

MESSAGING – THE FUTURISTIC TRAVEL AGENT
Here, STEVEN FITZJOHN, SVP APAC at LivePerson, looks at why some of the
biggest travel brands in Australia are evolving their digital communications
to include messaging – the preferred consumer channel.
CONSUMERS ARE well versed in the
laborious task of booking a flight, navigating
the endless entourage of add-ons and
upsizing options before checking out.
Breathing a sigh of relief, we cross our
fingers and hope that the flight won’t be
changed or an expensive allowance for
additional luggage needed, for fear of
waiting for hours on the end of a phone call
with the travel brand’s service centre during
our lunchbreak.
Have you ever imagined the warm and
fuzzy feeling that comes with knowing
you will never have to endure such an
experience ever again? The move to
messaging by some of the largest travel
brands is transforming the travel experience
of the average Australian.
While these changes can hardly be
unexpected, the advent of messaging has
given the travel industry a great leg-up,
enabling it to reduce stress, improve
accessibility and increase positive two-way
interactions with their customers. Move over
call centre: let me introduce your very own
personal travel agent!

THE PERSONAL TRAVEL AGENT
OF THE FUTURE
So what is this new, life changing travel
technology? The travel agent of the future
is one that you communicate with as you
would a friend. Brands leverage a messaging
platform that enables the power of both
human-led and chatbot communications,
which helps to generate a two-way dialog
and capitalise on seamless customer
experiences.

Rather than sitting on the phone line
while being circulated between customer
service officers trying to change your flight
or find out information, you can simply
message the brand and let it leave your
mind until they get back to you with the
answer. Finally, the revolution of ultimate
convenience and personalisation in
customer service has arrived.

THE BENEFITS
The benefits of messaging are endless
and are particularly pertinent because
it has been shown that more than half
of Australians would like the option to
communicate with customer service using
a messaging app, according to research
conducted by LivePerson. Imagine this
customer-brand messaging conversation:
Customer: “Hi, I would like to travel to Perth
on April 28 in the afternoon. Can you send
through your available flights?”
Brand travel agent: “Hi! Of course. Here are
your options and prices.” (lists options).
Customer: “Great. I’d like to book the $389
flight for one person and one piece of
luggage thanks.”
Brand travel agent: “Booked. Here are your
flight details and receipt.”
You get the picture. And the benefit? You
can go back to the same messaging app to
make any changes, cancel or find out flight
information at any time. The messaging app
already holds an archive of the data you’ve
previously provided, from your frequent flier
number to your seating preferences.

The effect is that your ‘personal travel
agent’ (ie. travel brand customer service
officer) is ‘doing the work for you’, but
this time it’s on your terms and at your
convenience.
Now, I may have slightly jumped the
gun here. Of course, we are yet to truly
experience this futuristic travel agent I speak
of, but it is coming soon. Very soon. And my
bet is, it will be here to stay.
This is why at LivePerson we developed
the LiveEngage messaging platform to
make it easy for brands to turn the futuristic
travel agent from an idea into reality. With
some consumers moving online to book
their travel, some of the biggest travel
brands in Australia are evolving their digital
communications to include messaging.
It is the ultimate win-win situation for a
seamless travel experience, happy customer
and effective, efficient back-end customer
service operations. Messaging is the future
of the travel industry and brands need to
jump on board before their customers hang
up, for good.
■ liveperson.com
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why you should sell New Caledonia
Apart from being one of our nearest Pacific neighbours, New Caledonia has a vast array of activities
and attractions. Here are just a few of the highlights.

Culture

ONE OF the most popular trends in modern
travel is experiential tourism and New
Caledonia offers some of the best cultural
experiences in the South Pacific.
The local Kanak people are friendly
and welcoming, eager to share their way
of life with visitors and teach them more
about Melanesian culture. A home stay in
a tribal hut offers the ideal opportunity to
learn more about this culture and have an
authentic, immersive experience.
Created in 2011, the ‘Accueil en tribu
des îles’ label in the Loyalty Islands enables
visitors to stay in authentic huts alongside
local inhabitants in tribal areas (terre
coutumière). Accommodation is divided
into three categories with a frangipane
flower ratings system and the network
covers approximately 30 tribal hut
properties.
French culture is also very strong in New
Caledonia, with a large French population
living in and around Noumea. These settlers
fall into two groups – French nationals
and the rural Caldoche. In Noumea you
will see these French roots in the colonial
architecture and western style shops, bars
and restaurants, a library and museum.
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Food

IT’S NO surprise that with its historical links
to France, New Caledonia offers a cornucopia
of gastronomic delights.
Whether its slow cooked meals, bistro
dishes or terroir products, New Caledonia
is renowned for its cosmopolitan cooking,
oscillating between tradition and modernity,
with many talented chefs and numerous
restaurants. Some of the traditional dishes
you’ll find in the ‘Paris of the Pacific’ are
blanquette de veau, duck confit, quenelles
and foie gras.
This is an ideal place for gourmands and
connoisseurs looking for surprising and
intense flavours, while for those who like
a hands-on approach, cooking classes are
readily available to help hone those culinary
skills.
But it’s not all about ‘posh nosh’
in restaurants. One of the best local
experiences is to grab some fresh produce
from the shops and markets, a bottle of
French wine or champagne and head off
for a delicious picnic by the beach or in the
interior.
Outside the capital of Noumea, each
region is rightfully proud of its local dishes
and fresh produce: from the snails of the

Isle of Pines to the venison of the Northern
Province and all the seafood in between.
Authentic Kanak cuisine is also fabled
throughout the South Pacific, typified by the
famous bougna, a dish made from tubercles,
coconut milk and – traditionally – fish. You
haven’t tasted New Caledonia until you’ve
tried bougna!

Golf

THERE ARE many sporting and recreational
options in New Caledonia, but one of the
most popular is golf, as the destination has a
selection of top courses to choose from.
Top of the list is the Sheraton New
Caledonia Deva Spa and Golf Resort, which

SPECIAL REPORT
you swoop low over the ocean, looking out
for turtles, manta rays and the occasional
shark.
Highlight of the 50-minute scenic flight is
passing over the ‘Heart of Voh,’ a remarkable
heart-shaped patch of vegetation in a
mangrove swamp that has been adopted
as a symbol of the French territory. Just
an amazing and unforgettable way to
see a coral reef barrier that is some 1,600
kilometres long.

Romance

is perched on 13 kilometres of white sand
beach near Bourail. Opened just two years
ago, the resort offers five-star service and
myriad activities, including the chance to
tackle the championship layout built by
Cynthia Dye, which has quickly become the
best course in New Caledonia.
Deva is not merely for golfers – it also
has plenty to keep the non-players happy
as well. There’s the Deep Nature Spa with
a hammam, sauna and treatment rooms,
pool, kids’ club, activities aplenty including
hiking and the chance to go out on a glassbottom boat.
But the beauty of New Caledonia as a
golfing destination is that there are three
other courses to tackle. Tina was once ranked
among the top 100 courses in the world
and has hosted the annual South Pacific

HONEYMOONERS, COUPLES and those
starting out on their romantic journey have
been flocking to the Isle of Pines for decades.
Known as Kunie to its Melanesian
inhabitants and just a 20-minute flight
from Noumea, the island offers swimming,
snorkelling, diving, kayaking, paddle
boarding or simply lazing on a beach with
Open Championship. The 18-hole Dumbea
white sand so fine it could be made of
course is only 30 minutes from Noumea while
talcum powder. And you’ll need a Dulux
La Ouenghui is located at the Paillotes de la
colour chart to find suitable names for the
Ouenghi resort, roughly 70 kilometres north
shades of blue, green and turquoise that
of Noumea and 10 minutes from the Tontouta
feature in the crystal-clear water.
international airport.
A walk through the rainforest will lead you
Adventure
to Upi Bay where you can sail on a traditional
WHEN YOU’VE got the world’s largest lagoon outrigger or pirogue. On a sunny day the
on your doorstep, it’s hard not to jump in a
colour and clarity of the water is amazing
boat, grab the snorkel and flippers, and head and there’s a high chance you will spot
off to explore. But for real adventure, head to turtles and stingrays from the boat. What an
Kone in the North Province of New Caledonia experience!
for a truly remarkable aerial experience.
Guiseppe Ambrosino was the captain of
The Flight School HIBISCUS takes visitors
a large cruise ship, The Fairstar, which sailed
up over the lagoon in a two-seater Pipistrel
the South Pacific from the 1970s to the 90s.
light aircraft, offering amazingly unobstructed His view of the Isle of Pines was that it was:
views of the turquoise waters below. The
“The most beautiful island on the planet.”
Pipistrel has been certified by NASA as the
Pictures courtesy New Caledonia Tourism/
world’s best aircraft so you’re perfectly safe as Jon Underwood

FAST FACTS///
GETTING THERE: Aircalin operates 12 flights per week non-stop from Australia to Noumea,
New Caledonia. The destination is just over two hours flying time from Brisbane, under three
hours from Sydney and less than four hours from Melbourne flying on direct services with
Aircalin. au.aircalin.com

WIN

a trip to
New Caledonia!!!
Now you’ve read about it,
how about WINNING A TRIP TO NEW
CALEDONIA FOR TWO!!
For details, head to our website,
www.traveltalkmag.com.au
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GIVE ME

5

South Africa Tourism recently
unveiled their new ‘5 in 5’ goal,
aimed at attracting five million new
visitors in the next five years. In
line with this initiative, Traveltalk’s
JENNY ROWLAND looks at five
South African experiences not to
be missed.

1

THE BIG FIVE

A SOUTH African safari is a big dream
for many people, but sadly a bucket list
experience that many think too expensive.
However, when you look at what you
actually get and the value included (all
meals, accommodation, game drives, etc.)
and the spine-tingling, heart-stopping,
life-changing experience you get, it’s worth
every penny and a holiday that’s very hard
to beat.
There are a variety of packages to be had
and as someone who has had the pleasure
of experiencing both ends of the scale I can
honestly say that however you experience
a South African safari, it is always absolutely
price–LESS.
On my latest leopard spotting expedition
I stayed at the Kapama River Lodge. It spans
13,000 hectares of magnificent African
Bushveld, is teeming with wildlife and is right
next door to Eastgate Airport in Hoedspruit.
The majestic northern Drakensberg
Mountains form the backdrop to the 64-suite
River Lodge, which is positioned along a bend
of the Kapama River. It’s the largest luxury
game lodge in the Greater Kruger National
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Howick Falls. Pictures by Kathy Ombler
Park area and is stylishly furnished to ensure
an unforgettable African safari experience.
Traditional South African dishes and
accompaniments, such as mieliepap
(African-style polenta) and Chakalaka (a
hot, spicy relish) are served in the ‘Rhino
Boma’ every night, giving a great taste of real
Africa. Menus include warthog stew, kudu
casserole, impala sausages and oxtail curry.
Don’t mind if I do!
The best part, of course, is being woken at
5am for a rusk and a coffee before watching
the sun rise and the bush come to life on
the back of the Land Rover. I could go on a
thousand game drives and it would never
be enough. It’s one of those things that are
so hard to describe – you HAVE to go. The
sights, sounds and smells are invasive and
get into your soul – there is nothing like it.
We were lucky enough to see loads of
lions with the highlight being three lionesses
and their cubs chewing away on a freshlycaught kudu. Elephant, buffalo and rhino
add up to the big four but annoyingly
(particularly as this feature is all about fives)
I didn’t get to see my leopard…but there’s
always next year.

Other highlights included Russie,
our amazing ranger, who literally talked
‘shit’, informing us of the benefits of
elephant dung. Apparently burning it can
keep mosquitoes at bay and (far more
impressively) cure a hangover! Finding us
nine lions straight after this talk was the icing
on the dung. And the surprise sundowners
and snacks before we returned to the lodge
underneath a blazing African sunset – a
great way to finish a great day.
■ adventuredestinations.com.au;
kapama.com; southafrica.net

SOUTH AFRICA

3

THE PANORAMA
ROUTE
(Mpumalanga Province)

2

The V&A Waterfront, Cape Town.
Picture courtesy South Africa Tourism

CAPE TOWN

THIS IS such a vibrant, fun and
beautiful city beside the Atlantic
with the backdrop of Table Mountain. It has
incredible coastal roads, floral kingdoms,
vineyards and memorable beaches, and with
one Australian dollar buying 10 rand, is also
exceptionally good value for money.
Catch the cable car to the top of the
mountain to fully appreciate the panoramic
views of the city, or if you’re feeling
adventurous climb Lion’s Head that runs
adjacent to Table Mountain and get the city
and mountain’s view.
Among the multitude of other things to
do in Cape Town are the vineyards (a mere
The Panorama Route.
Picture by Kathy Ombler

45-minute drive away – Franschhoek is my
pick), Robben Island (where Nelson Mandela
was incarcerated for 27 years), Bo-Kaap (the
Malay district) and the V&A Waterfront for
great shopping.
Then drive the Cape Point Route and
make sure you visit Boulders Beach to
check out the little black and white birds in
their tuxedo’s (more commonly known as
penguins!). The list is endless and you could
easily spend two weeks just in Cape Town
experiencing its beauty and hospitality.
I stayed in the One&Only hotel on the
V&A Waterfront and it definitely lived up
to its name. (See my review http://www.
traveltalkmag.com.au/hotels-and-resorts).

IF YOU love waterfalls, soaring
mountains peaks, verdant valleys,
raging rivers and the odd pothole, you
must drive South Africa’s Panorama
Route.
The route guides you through
multiple attractions such as the Blyde
River Canyon, God’s Window, The Three
Rondavels, The Pinnacle, Bourke’s Luck
Potholes and Pilgrim’s Rest.
Many towns on the route, such as
Pilgrim’s Rest, were established during
the Transvaal gold rush in the late
1800s. Thousands of fortune seekers
crossed the treacherous mountains
and rugged terrain in search of gold.
One of these was a former storekeeper
from Pilgrim’s Rest, Percy Fitzpatrick.
He wrote the popular book Jock of
the Bushveld, recounting some of the
adventures he shared with his faithful
bull terrier Jock while traversing this
famous route.
The highlight of the route is the Blyde
River Canyon: one of the longest chasms
in the world, consisting of remarkable
geological shapes and outstanding
scenic views of the country. The route
is easily reached from Kruger National
Park, making it a popular self-drive for
the thousands who journey through
Mpumalanga every year.
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4. NELSON
MANDELA

If you’re a fan of this great man
(and who isn’t?) you can see
where he lived, where he was
imprisoned, where he ate and,
on my recent trip, I saw his
capture site.
About five hours from
Johannesburg, near Howick, is
the site where apartheid police
captured Mr. Mandela in 1962,
which led to his 27 years in
prison. The Capture Site is now
home to a memorial sculpture,
exhibition and café and is well
worth a visit.
Just outside Johannesburg,
business is booming in Vilakazi
Street in Soweto, where Mr.
Mandela lived from 1946 and
later returned after his release
from prison in 1990. This now
very famous street is the only
one in the world to have been
home to two Nobel Peace Prize
winners (Mr. Mandela and
Archbishop Desmond Tutu).
Now that’s great value for
money!

Left: The sculpture at the
Mandela Capture Site.
Picture by Kathy Ombler

OYSTER BOX

There are loads of great things
to see and do in Durban. Eat a
Bunny chow (yummy curry in a hollowed
out loaf), hit the Golden Mile (the surf beach
in Durban is fantastic), go to the uShaka
Marine World, visit the Valley of a Thousand
Hills and learn all about Zulu history and
culture, or go and explore the Indian district.
When you have done all that, head to
Umhlanga (a mere 30 minutes away from
downtown ‘Durbs’) and spoil yourself
with a night at the Oyster Box. This is
understated colonial luxury on the sands
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of Umhlanga beach right opposite the
famous lighthouse. It’s like going back in
time as you enter this very special hotel.
Part of the Leading Hotels of the
World, the property hosted Prince William
recently, but this is a place where everyone
gets treated like royalty. It has 86 rooms
and suites including the Presidential
Suite, panoramic Indian Ocean views,
dolphin watching from the Ocean Terrace
and Oyster Bar, a 24-seater cinema with
complimentary treats and an awardwinning spa featuring a Turkish Hammam.
■ oysterboxhotel.com

Pictures courtesy Red Carnation Hotels

SOUTH AFRICA

What I got out of Africa
Here, LAUREN ROBY from Cross Country Tours reports on a
recent famil to South Africa with Bench Africa.
HAVING NEVER travelled to Africa before,
I was thrilled beyond belief to visit a
destination that had been on top of my
bucket list ever since I started working in
travel 12 years ago.
From an agent’s perspective, working
with Bench had always been seamless so I
knew I was in good hands. Bench Africa are
true professionals and every small detail is
considered: their travel documents are truly
destination-specific and I could actually
smell Africa upon receiving them in the post.

ACCOMMODATION

Makutsi Safari Springs: Set
among the tropical grounds
in complete privacy and
serenity and surrounded by
wildlife, mineral springs and
tranquillity. They certainly
capture their motto of ‘sharing
with you a little African
paradise away from home’.
Shumbalala Game
Lodge: This property
exudes sophistication and
indulgence.

Camp Jabulani: An extraordinary African
experience! The silver service here somehow
seamlessly blends into an experience of
genuine hospitality and sensory indulgence.

Thornybush Game Lodge: Remarkable
luxury and relaxation. Just sit back and
admire the views of the reserve and watch
the animals in their natural habitat.

The Hoedspruit Endangered Species
Centre: A must visit. They have established
themselves as one of the leading research
and breeding facilities for endangered species
in South Africa. It is a life altering experience
to volunteer and be part of the extraordinary
work that this centre does to protect our most
endangered animal species.

The Palace, Sun City: This property has
old world charm and luxury and certainly
appears to be a world within a city.
A key selling tool for agents is to have
firsthand experience of a destination and
this was all made possible thanks to Bench
Africa.
■ benchafrica.com

Agents pictured in Thornybush
Nature Reserve. Lauren is in the
middle of the second row

My top

5 moments

1 Volunteering with cheetahs
2 Watching a pride of lions
eating a kill
3 Seeing all of the ‘Big Five’
4 Experiencing African sunsets
on safari
5 Witnessing a tracker spot and
pick a chameleon out of a tree
in the dark of night

BENCH AFRICA
The Africa travel experts since 1969. We set the benchmark for African safaris.
1300 AFRICA (237 422) | benchafrica.com.au | or contact your travel agent

TAILOR-MADE SAFARIS | HONEYMOONS | LUXURY TRAIN JOURNEYS | SMALL GROUP TOURS | FAMILY SAFARIS | ADVENTURE SAFARIS | SPECIALIST SAFARIS | ESCORTED TOURS
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Madrid at night

SMALL GROUP
SPANISH SAVINGS

Now is the time to get

YOUR GREEK ON

TRAVELCUBE HAS just added three Greek Island Ferry packages to its fast-growing
portfolio of destination services.
The packages all incorporate private transfers, with clients personally escorted to and
from their ferries by local representatives. They cover three of the country's most popular
ferry journeys: Piraeus (Athens) to Mykonos, Mykonos to Santorini and Santorini to Piraeus.
"All arrangements are pre-booked by TravelCube, which means the process is
exceptionally easy for travel agents, and once clients arrive in Greece they will avoid not
just queuing at the ports, but all of the other hassles that can often put a damper on an
otherwise great holiday," said John Stucci, TravelCube VP Sales and Marketing, Pacific.
Prices for all three Greek Island Ferry packages depend on the number of passengers.
■ travelcube.com.au

TEMPO ARE currently offering 25 per cent off
two of their most popular small group coach
tours in Spain.
The discount is available if guests book
with a travel agent by September 30 on
the tours ‘Madrid, Andalucia & Toledo’ and
‘Treasures of Spain’.
Experience a Madrid city tour, enjoy a Seville
Monumental and Panoramic city tour and visit
the world famous Alhambra complex on the sixday ‘Madrid, Andalucia & Toledo’ package. Prices
for this tour start from $1,425 per person and
include accommodation in superior hotels, daily
breakfast and an English speaking tour escort.
The ‘Treasures of Spain’ itinerary will see
guests uncover the medieval origins of
Madrid including the Arabic fortress, visit the
Alhambra Red Palace and explore the World
Heritage city of Toledo. With prices starting
from $1,640 per person, travellers will save up
to $545 and the price includes superior hotel
accommodation, daily breakfast, English
speaking tour escort and AVE train from
Barcelona to Madrid with a transfer from the
station to hotel.
Travellers who want to stay a little longer
in the country can add on Tempo’s ‘Taste
of Madrid’ or ‘Taste of Barcelona’ four-day
packages. These packages are available to travel
on selected departures until October 2017.
■ tempoholidays.com/specials

THE WONDERS AND REGIONS
OF FRANCE ARE WITHIN REACH
SCENIC HAS just released its 2018 Captivating Wonders of France river
cruising brochure, giving travellers the chance to enjoy some of the
world’s best waterways.
As specialists in the country, Scenic is the only luxury cruise operator to
offer longer cruises on every major river across France, allowing guests more
time to immerse themselves in the various regions.
New for 2018, the five-star Scenic Diamond and Scenic Sapphire SpaceShips have been upgraded to include larger suites and luxury interiors.
Scenic Culinaire is a new onboard bespoke private cooking area where
you can be taught by the experts and tuck into fresh seasonal produce.
Early payment discount prices are on offer for Bordeaux and the south
of France. Travel on the 11-day ‘Beautiful Bordeaux’ cruise from $6,695
per person – with flights included. This tour will take you through the
world’s most famous wine region, romantic ruins, cobblestone streets and
picturesque valleys.
Experience the 13-day ‘South of France’ river cruise from $7,495 per
person – with flights included. Enjoy a gourmet splurge in Lyon, visit the
beautiful Camargue and get exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences such as a
Scenic Rouge gala spectacular.
■ scenic.com.au
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The Royal Owners Suite
on Scenic Diamond

EUROPE

the future of

Britain
Traveltalk Managing Editor
JON UNDERWOOD caught up with
Sally Balcombe, Chief Executive
Officer of VisitBritain, at the recent
ExploreGB event in Brighton.

Q
A

 his event just keeps getting
T
bigger and bigger.

It’s getting bigger because the
demand is there from both buyers
and seller and it also reflects the fact that
tourism continues to grow for us. One of
the reasons we do this is because it’s an
opportunity to get some of the smaller
tourism businesses, the SME’s, in front of a
lot of buyers, including those from Australia.

Q
A

The Australian market continues
to be important to you?

Massively important to us, particularly
because Aussies explore the whole of
Britain. You really get out there and tend
to come for a good amount of time as it’s
such a long way. That also means you spend
quite a lot of money – thank you, we love
that – but Aussie tourists also get into areas
that we don’t see from some other markets.
I find Australians in all parts of Britain and
up for anything. You’ll find Aussies walking
in the Lake District but also doing some
of the off the wall activities as well.
It’s one of the reasons that we made

Sally Balcombe, Chief Executive
Officer of VisitBritain
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Tourists in Trafalgar
Square. Picture
courtesy VisitBritain

Australia a ‘great’ market a year ago –
there are only seven ‘great’ markets for
us in the world. That means we give it
more time, spend and attention. Because
of the size and value of the Aussie
market, it’s an absolute priority for us.

Q
A

How are you targeting the
younger generation?

I think we need to up our game with
the younger generation because we
understand it is a competitive landscape.
People are always going to come here
because of family ties but the younger
market has got a lot of choice when it
comes to where they go on holiday. So we
need to make our offer very powerful.
We are helped at the moment because
sterling has dropped in value a bit so
we’ve become more affordable. In our
marketing and promotional work in
Australia we’re trying to talk to that
younger audience about what there is
to do in the UK – and if you want culture
and cool things to do, this is the place.
We’re just about to launch a huge
promotion with STA around music festivals.
We’ve got the heritage, the culture
and the castles, but this is still a pretty
dynamic place with so much going on.

Q
A

I believe rail travel will also
be a focus going forward?

We want people to explore Britain so
how do we make that easier? We’ve
had a Brit rail pass for years but it needs
refreshing and we are working on that
right now so watch this space. The rail
network here is easy to get around so you
will see product like new itineraries and
passes coming into the Australian market.

Q
A

What else do you have
coming up in 2017?

We’ve got lots of literary, film and
TV celebrations, such as the
20th anniversary of Harry Potter, 200th
anniversary of Jane Austen’s death,
Hull UK City of Culture 2017 and Game
of Thrones in Northern Ireland.
The government has also tasked us with
helping the industry create new worldclass products and some of those will be
coming to market in the next year or two.
Everything from the rail product I was
talking about to new music product to the
Great West Way, where we’ll join up a whole
itinerary which you can walk, travel, cycle
and experience in a different way, including
lots of new virtual reality experiences.
So there are exciting times ahead.
■ visitbritain.com

EUROPE
DRESDEN GETS THE NOD
TO HOST MAJOR SHOW

Santa Claus
Village in
Rovaniemi

CELEBRATE A WHITE CHRISTMAS
IN SANTA’S VERY OWN BACKYARD
THE THRILL of experiencing a white Christmas cannot be
understated and journeying to Lapland to visit Santa’s heartland
promises all the nostalgia and excitement of childhood.
With 2017 tours selling out quickly, Bentours have announced
the release of 2018 dates and availability for travellers to experience
a white Christmas in Lapland.
The package is an unforgettable journey for young and old that
takes visitors beyond the Arctic Circle to Finnish Lapland. Visit Santa
Claus Village and Santa’s Hideaway, the Arktikum Science Centre &
Museum and enjoy a reindeer sleigh ride. Plus the Northern Lights
may be dancing over Rovaniemi, Santa’s hometown.
Prices for this five-day package start from $2,800 per person twin
share and the tour departs on December 23, 2018.
■ bentours.com

THE GERMAN National Tourist Board (GNTB) has awarded the 44th
Germany Travel Mart (GTM) to Dresden in Saxony.
The GTM is the largest incoming travel trade workshop for
Destination Germany and will be held from May 6 to May 8. During
the three-day event, some 300 German suppliers meet more
than 500 high-calibre travel trade professionals and buyers, plus
journalists from around 50 countries.
Key account managers from all over the world attend the most
important B2B platform for Germany tourism in order to discover
the latest travel trends in Germany, make new contacts, strengthen
existing relationships, conduct trade discussions and conclude
important business.
"With almost 900,000 international overnight stays in 2016,
Dresden is one of the most requested destinations in the country,
which is why we were extremely pleased with Dresden’s application
to host the GTM Germany Travel Mart,” said Petra Hedorfer, Chief
Executive Officer of the German National Tourist Board.
■ germany.travel
The Semper Opera
House in Dresden.
Picture courtesy GNTB

A very Corney story
YOU WOULDN’T think that being called a
‘peasant’ by such an august publication as The
New York Times would be much cause
for celebration.
Yet for Hugo Corney, it’s a personal badge of
courage, writes Jon Underwood.
As bubbly as the product he so lovingly
produces, Hugo is the winemaker at Court
Garden Vineyard in East Sussex. Originally
sheep farmers, Hugo and his father began their
wine-making business in 2005 and now have six
hectares under crop, making vintage sparkling
wines. It is this pursuit that prompted the
seemingly-derogatory newspaper comment.
“A journalist wrote an article on what we
were doing here,” enthuses Hugo. “They called
us Sussex peasants making wine a bit like
champagne.”
A few decades ago you wouldn’t have heard
the words ‘English’ and ‘wine’ used in the same
sentence but the Corney’s are flourishing,
winning more awards than they can display
in their reception-cum-tasting room at their
property in Ditchling. They are giving the French
a run for their money, with nine varieties now on
offer, all grown, picked, harvested and bottled
on the premises.
“We don’t want to copy what other
winemakers are doing,” says Hugo. “There is

more weight in making wine that is unique to
you and your country.”
This approach certainly resonates with the
locals, who come together as ‘Friends of Court
Garden’ every year to help harvest the grapes.
Visitors to this neck of the woods in September
or October who fancy a day out in the vines can
find themselves picking grapes opposite a high
court judge, a policeman or a fireman. And the
best bit? They remunerate their grape-pickers
with wine.
“One couple went away with enough wine
to almost cover their wedding. We have a big
party once the harvest is gathered, but we only
pick what we can process.”
Visitors can tour the winery and see how that
process takes place and if you’re in Ditchling at
the right time of year, they also host operatic
performances that raise money for charity.
Purely in the interests of this article I tried
as many of their varieties as I could and
thoroughly recommend the Classic Cuvee
and the Blanc de Blancs. Subtle, elegant and
thoroughly drinkable, they were a delight
for the palate, a testament to the great winegrowing soil in these parts and the Corney’s
dedication to doing something just a little
different down on the farm.
■ courtgarden.com/tours

Hugo Corney shows visitors
around his vineyard
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INDIA
The ghost city of Fatehpur

Early bird savings

go above and beyond
BEYOND TRAVEL are offering a selection of
introductory early bird discounts and bonus
extras to celebrate their recently launched
India/Sri Lanka division, India & Beyond.
Travellers will save up to $400 per couple
on a range of newly released private tours,
river cruises and rail products in India and Sri
Lanka when booked by September 30.
A bucket list item in India for many is the
Golden Triangle and Beyond have created
a six-day escorted tour in the region which
has weekly guaranteed departures and
can be taken with either four- or five-star

hotel options. This roundtrip tour from
Delhi includes all the highlights such as the
contrasting Old and New Delhi towns, the
Taj Mahal, the ghost city of Fatehpur and the
Pink City of Jaipur.
Now priced from $770 per person twin
share, the tour includes accommodation
with daily breakfast, touring with local
guides and all ground transportation.
Also popular will be the private ‘Temples,
Taj & Rituals’ tour, which departs Delhi
and travels to Varanasi, Khajuraho, Agra,
Ranthambore (where guests will go on

safari in the National Park) and Jaipur before
returning to Delhi. It includes travelling
with various modes of transportation, such
as private car and driver, plane and rail. It
is now priced from $2,260 per person twin
share.
This package is also available with a
seven-day extension, ‘Shimla to Amritsar’,
which features a journey on the Kalka-Shimla
Railway and Beating Retreat Ceremony.
This takes place on the northern border of
Pakistan and India with a lowering of the
flags ceremony from the military of both
countries. The tour is priced from $1,110 per
person twin share.
■ india-and-beyond.com.au

ALWAYS ON THE GO
A GROUP of agents have enjoyed a specialised version of the 10-day
‘Shere Khan’ itinerary of India from On The Go Tours.
India continues to develop as a key destination for Australians,
showing 15 per cent growth in the last decade. It is now the 12th most
popular outbound destination, so firsthand product knowledge of this
fascinating country is invaluable.
The group included representatives from a range of South
Australian and Northern Territory-based agencies including Flight
Centre Travel Group, RAA Travel, Inflight Travel and Escape Travel.
Starting in Delhi, the group travelled south to India’s famed Golden
Triangle, followed by a jungle wildlife adventure in Ranthambore
National Park in search of the Bengal tiger before catching the train
back to Delhi.
The diverse 10-day itinerary included bucket list attractions such as
visiting India’s largest mosque, uncovering the secrets of the Taj Mahal
and exploring the hilltop forts and regal palaces of Jaipur. There were
local experiences as well, such as joining in evening prayer (Aarti) at
the Karauli City Palace and visiting a cotton weaving house in Jaipur to
see fabric dyeing and block printing demonstrations.
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The group enjoyed a range of comfortable lodgings, but
without a doubt the highlight was staying at the Palace Bhanwar
Vilas which belong to the current Maharaja of the Karauli State. As
overnight guests, the agents explored the palace, guest quarters,
banquet and reception halls, stables and grounds.
■ onthegotours.com.au

INDIA

A cat with a different kind of tale
India is world famous for its tigers, but did you know the country is also home to another big cat?
NEARLY ALL of the wild lions live in subSaharan Africa, but a small population of
Asiatic lions exist in the Gir Forest in Gujarat,
India’s westernmost state.
The Asiatic lion, also known as the
Indian lion, is listed as endangered by
the International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN) because of its small
population size.
In 1965, the Indian government declared
the Gir Forest a wildlife sanctuary. This
sanctuary was later expanded to cover
peripheral forests and the core area named

Women wave
goodbye
to solo supps
with Active

Gir Forest National Park. Today, the Gir covers
1,412-square-kilometres of deciduous forest
and savannah. It plays host to a number of
other large carnivores including leopards,
spotted hyenas, honey badgers and golden
jackals.
Asiatic lions are slightly smaller than
African lions. The adult males weigh between
160 and 190 kilograms while females
weigh 110 to 120 kilograms, but they look
and behave a lot like their African cousins.
Though the manes of the males are not
as lush as those of African lions, they have

bigger, fuller tail tufts and more prominent ears.
The most striking morphological
character, which is always seen in Asiatic
lions and rarely in African lions, is a
longitudinal fold of skin running along
the belly. The fur ranges in colour from
ruddy tawny, heavily speckled with black,
to sandy or buff-grey, sometimes with a
silvery sheen in certain lights. Males have
only moderate mane growth at the top
of the head, so that their ears are always
visible.
■ incredibleindia.org

ACTIVE TRAVEL is waiving solo supplements
for single travellers keen to join a women’s only
cultural tour of northern India this November.
The small group tour will immerse
visitors in the authentic and colourful
culture of Rajasthan and surrounding areas,
with guests learning how to dance, cook,
weave, tie saris and apply traditional henna
dye for temporary tattoos. The tour also
includes a visit to the Taj Mahal.
The guided, round-trip itinerary begins in
Delhi on November 17 with visits to a jewellery

studio and bangle market and encounters with
local puppeteers, wood carvers, musicians and
street performers. In special workshops, guests
will learn how to dance Indian style and apply
traditional henna dyed tattoos.
The tour then moves to the sacred Ganges
city of Varanasi where visitors will learn about
Hinduism and local music and enjoy sunset
and sunrise cruises to see pilgrims perform
time-honoured rituals. Villages, temples and
palaces are visited while a safari through Panna
National Park is included to spot leopard, tiger,
deer and sloth bears.
A train trip aboard the Kerala Express will
take the group from Jhansi to Agra to see the
majestic Taj Mahal at sunset. The grand forts
and palaces of Jaipur, Jodhpur and Udaipur
in Rajasthan are then featured along with
folk performances, textile villages, produce
markets, a crystal gallery, a sunset cruise
on Lake Pichola and a traditional meal in a
private home.
The 16-day women’s only guided tour
includes accommodation, 31 meals, domestic
flights and extensive sightseeing, and is
available from $6,493 per person twin share.
The waiving of the solo supplement means
single travellers pay the same rate, saving
$1,470. Flights from Australia are extra but can
also be booked through Active Travel.
■ activetravel.com.au/group-travel
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AUSSIE INSIDER
GIVES RARE
INSIGHT INTO
DESTINATION
SHARON THRUPP has lived and
worked in India for 13 years, trekking
and travelling extensively around the
country and the Himalaya region.
“Australia is my home by birth and India
is my home by heart,” Sharon says from
her residence near Dharamsala. Here, she
undertakes yoga and meditation on her
rooftop with the Himalayas as a backdrop and
wanders the back roads with her dog, Billy.
With a profound knowledge of the best
of India, Sharon has put together some
special itineraries to introduce travellers
to the colour, sounds and flavour of the
country. She has incorporated some
of India’s great festivals to add to the
flavour, including Diwali, Holi, the Pushkar
Camel Fair and Jodhpur Music Festival.
Starting in Delhi, guests will experience
the hustle and bustle of modern India with
the contrasting old world of Mughal temples,
forts and gardens. The tour then moves
to Agra for a sunrise visit to the world’s
grandest monument to love – the Taj Mahal.
There is also time for some shopping and

sightseeing in Delhi before heading home.
“We’ll journey through Rajasthan,
the Land of Great Kingdoms to explore
the palaces of the Maharajas in Jaipur,
Jodphur, Udaipur and spend three
nights at the Most Exotic Marigold Hotel
in Khempur – where the movie of the
same name was filmed,” adds Sharon.
“With our tour guide, Vikas Kumar,
who comes from Naddi – a small,
picturesque village above Dharamsala
in the Indian State of Himachal Pradesh
– we’ll show you a mesmerising India.”
The 15-day ‘Best Exotic India – Diwali &
Holi Festivals’ itinerary starts in Delhi and

is priced from $3,740 (land only). Tours run
from October 13 to October 27 and February
20 to March 6, 2018. The nine-day ‘Pushkar
Camel Fair’ experience also starts from Delhi
and is priced from $1,900 (land only). The
tour runs from October 26 to November 3.
“Be prepared to be astounded,
bewildered, delighted, soothed, excited
and bewitched by this magical country.”
■ eknotravels.com.au

Taste the highlights on classic tour

EXPERIENCE A taste of India with
an introductory tour of the
country’s most fabled sights with
Cox & Kings.
The company’s ‘Classical India’
itinerary explores the famous
Golden Triangle, with guests taking
a seven-day round tour from the
country’s capital city of Delhi to the
sites of the Mughal capital of Agra,
the legendary Fatehpur Sikri and
the Pink City of Jaipur. Travellers
will also visit the monuments of
Jama Masjid and Qutab Minar in
Delhi, the Taj Mahal, the deserted
capital of Fatehpur, the hilltop
citadel of Amber Fort and the City
Palace Museum in Jaipur.
Prices for this package start from
$985 per person and departures
are on selected dates until
December and from January to
February, 2018.
■ coxandkings.com.au
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India Tourism Sydney
Level 1, Stockland Piccadilly,
210 Pitt Street Sydney

www.incredibleindia.org
T: +61 2 9267 2466
info@indiatourism.com.au

RIVER CRUISING
Emerald Sky, Koblenz

SAILING ON A STAR
in Europe and Asia
EVERGREEN CRUISES & Tours fleet of Emerald
‘Star Ships’ in Europe has officially grown to
seven with the launch of its third and final
ship this year.
The Emerald Radiance set sail on Portugal’s
Douro river on May 6, marking the company’s
trio of launch programs which also saw the
debut of Emerald Liberté on the Rhône in
France as well as the inaugural sailing of
Emerald Destiny, the fifth Star Ship to cruise
the Rhine, Main and Danube.
The new 2018 Europe brochure features
eight- and 15-day cruises including unique
combinations such as the Rhine and Rhône,
or Rhône and Douro, as well as popular new
river and ocean cruises. Options include the
Baltic Sea, the Mediterranean Sea, the Arctic
Circle, the Scottish Highlands and Iceland as
well as a Celtic explorer cruise with partners
like Holland America Line, Princess and MSC
Cruises.
Prices for Evergreen’s eight-day ‘South
of France’ cruise start at $3,695 per person;
the eight-day ‘Secrets of the Douro’ cruise
in Portugal starts at $3,395 per person, and
the 15-day ‘Splendours of Europe’ cruise on
the Rhine and Danube start from $4,995
per person. Daily shore excursions, ‘You’re
Invited’ cultural experiences, all meals and
complimentary wine and beer with lunch
and dinner while cruising are included, as are
tipping, gratuities, port charges and taxes.

LUXURY MEKONG RIVER CRUISING
For fans of deluxe four+ star river cruises
in Southeast Asia, Evergreen also offers a
popular eight-day ‘Magnificent Mekong’
cruise. With five exclusive charters of the
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Mekong Navigator

luxurious RV Mekong Navigator in 2018,
a voyage into the heart of Vietnam and
Cambodia’s mightiest waterway is offered in
April, September and November.
An intimate environment with only 68
guests onboard, all-suite accommodation
is available in five different types. The size
ranges from 54 square metres in the Grand
Suites down to a roomy 24 square metres
in the Superior Suites, so there’s something
spacious for all budgets.
Cruises are fully escorted with daily
guided tours. Explore Phnom Penh’s history,
see Cai Be’s French Gothic Cathedral, visit
local families and craft workshops, as well as
the home of ‘L’Amant’ novelist Huynh Thuy
Le. A tour of the historic An Kiet House and
a visit to the ancient hilltop pagoda of Wat
Hanchey for a traditional Buddhist water

blessing from the monks is also included.
The cruise also connects with a 10-day
tour of Vietnam including an overnight
Halong Bay cruise and two nights in Siem
Reap to experience Angkor Wat.
As with every Evergreen cruising and
touring program, the popular ‘You’re Invited’
cultural experiences are complimentary.
Tipping, gratuities, port taxes, charges and
airport transfers are included as well as meals
and complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks
with lunch and dinner while river cruising.
The new 2018 Europe River Cruising and 2018
Vietnam & Cambodia Cruising brochures
can be viewed, downloaded or ordered
from evergreentours.com.au/brochures. For
bookings, please contact your local travel
agent or visit evergreentours.com.au

8 Day Southern
France Cruise from

Cruise de France!

3,795pp

$

Deluxe France River Cruising

*

Cruise de France Sale!

Ends 31 July

BARCELONA & SOUTH OF FRANCE
RIVER CRUISE

RHINE & SOUTH OF FRANCE
RIVER CRUISE

SWISS ALPS & SOUTH OF FRANCE
RIVER CRUISE

11 Days Barcelona with South of France Cruise

15 Days Rhine & Rhone River Cruise

17 Days Swiss Alps Tour & South France Cruise

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 7 Day Rhine River Cruise then Seamlessly Join an
8 Day South of France River Cruise
• Guided Tours of Cologne, Strasbourg, Avignon & More
• Cruise the Rhine Gorge with its 21 Spectacular Castles
• Visit the Black Forest and Taste its Famous Cake
• Visit the Famous Hospices de Baune
• Special Provençal Dinner Hosted by Local Chef
• 40 Superb Meals including 2 Highlight Dinners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cruise de France Sale
Save $3,600 per
couple

Cruise de France Sale
Save $2,400 per
couple

8 Day Deluxe South of France River Cruise
3 Day Barcelona Guided City Escape
Guided Tours of Avignon, Arles, Tournon & More
Tour of Lyon and Basilique Notre Dame du Fourviere
Visit the Famous Hospices de Baune
Emerald Active Guided Biking Tour
Cheese & Olive Tasting Experience
24 Superb Meals including 1 Highlight Dinner

Cruise de France Sale
Save $2,400 per
couple
From $5,095pp*

From $7,570pp*

8 Day Deluxe South of France River Cruise
9 Day Escorted Switzerland Tour
Visit Lucerne, Zermatt, Zurich, Lyon & More
Spectacular Golden Pass & Zermatt Rail Journeys
Cruise Lake Geneva to Lausanne
See Switzerland’s Majestic Matterhorn
2 Nights Stay in Beautiful Montreux
34 Superb Meals including 2 Highlight Dinners

From $8,795pp*

YOUR DELUXE RIVER CRUISE INCLUDES:

Award-winning
new ‘Star Ships’

Exclusive swimming
pool that turns to a
cinema at night

Complimentary
bikes

Daily guided tours
through cities,
towns and villages

Complimentary
Wi-Fi

Unique ‘You’re
Invited’ events like
a Provençal Dinner

All meals
onboard

Complimentary wine,
beer and soft drinks
with lunch and dinner
while cruising

All gratuities,
transfers, porterage,
charges & taxes*

Call 1300 383 747
Visit evergreentours.com.au

*
Conditions apply. For FULL conditions refer to Evergreen’s brochures & website. All prices based on per person twin share. Valid on new bookings only. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. All prices based on land and cruise components only. Price based on: 8 day cruise EFRC 25/8/18 departure including Earlybird offer
and full early payment discount 12 months prior to departure in an E category Stateroom. 11 day cruise tour EFRB 1/9/18 departure including Earlybird offer, full early payment discount 12 months prior to departure and Cruise de France discount in an E category Stateroom. 15 day cruise tour EWAR 11/8/18 departure including
Earlybird offer, full early payment discount 12 months prior to departure and Cruise de France discount in an E category Stateroom. 17 day cruise tour EFSW 8/9/18 departure including Earlybird offer, full early payment discount 12 months prior to departure and Cruise de France discount in an E category Stateroom. $1,000pp
non-refundable deposit due within 5 days of booking. Valid for bookings with deposits until 31/7/17 and subject to availability at time of booking or until sold out. Surcharges may apply on credit card transactions. Prices, dates, taxes & availability correct at 14/6/17 & subject to change. Evergreen Tours (a division of Scenic Tours
Pty Ltd) ABN 85 002 715 602. Booking Code: EV3393.
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Hoo-ra for this new

ship in Egypt
VIKING CRUISES has announced details of a new river ship and a new
itinerary for Egypt in March next year.
The all-suite Viking Ra (pictured) will boast 24 suites and accommodate
48 guests, reflecting the company’s award-winning Scandinavian design
and intimate sailing experience. She will sail on a new itinerary, ‘Pharaohs
& Pyramids’.
“With her introduction, we will be the first and only Western company
to own and operate a ship on the Nile, with Viking staff to guarantee the
delivery of our award-winning service,” said Michelle Black, Managing
Director of Viking Cruises Australia and New Zealand.
Named in honour of the Egyptian sun god Ra, the vessel will feature
three suite stateroom categories, as well as an onboard spa, two Jacuzzis
and an outdoor pool. The ship combines elegant Scandinavian design
with local design influences, including geometric Arabic patterns and
terrazzo floors to fully immerse guests in the local surroundings.
The onboard dining, bar and lounge will include both regional and
international cuisine, with Viking’s Culture Curriculum available onboard
including world-class lectures on history and art, informative port talks and
enriching Destination Performances featuring folkloric shows and musicians.
During the 12-day ‘Pharaohs & Pyramids’ itinerary, guests will
experience Egypt’s cultural treasures across seven ports. The itinerary
begins with a three-night stay at a first class hotel in Cairo, where guests
visit sites such as the Great Pyramids of Giza, the Citadel of Saladin and
Mosque of Muhammad Ali.
Guests will then fly to Luxor where they will board Viking Ra for a
seven-day roundtrip sailing on the Nile to Aswan, featuring excursions
to the Temple of Khnum in Esna, the Dendera Temple complex in Qena
and a visit to a colourful Nubian village, where guests can experience a
traditional elementary school. The journey concludes with a flight back to
Cairo for a final night in this historic city.
■ vikingcruises.com.au/oceans
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MAKE SAVINGS ON LUXURY
MYANMAR EXPERIENCE
SOME OF the world's best kept secrets will be revealed
as part of an exclusive travel package to Myanmar from
Latitude 33.
For a limited time the highly-inclusive ‘Myanmar Unveiled’
package has been reduced to $6,999 per person twin share,
a saving of more than $2,000 per person when booked
before July 31. Plus guests will receive a complimentary twonight stopover in Singapore including an upgrade to Club
Marina Bay Room at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel and with
access to The Oriental Club.
Travellers will explore Myanmar overland for six nights
while staying at The Strand Yangon and the Villa Inle Resort
at one of the country’s most significant natural wonders, Inle
Lake, before flying to Bagan to board a privately chartered
vessel, the five-star Sanctuary Ananda (pictured).
Set sail for seven nights along the Irrawaddy and take in
the untouched countryside with views from floor to ceiling
windows and full balconies in all suites. This all-inclusive cruise
includes a daily variety of excursions and cultural experiences
with local and onboard guides, pre-paid gratuities, all meals
with beverages and local wine at lunch and dinner.
The 15-night package also includes return economy air
fares from Australia, airport transfers in Australia (within 60
kilometres), domestic airfares in Myanmar, ground tours and
transfers. The journey departs Australia on September 19.
■ latitude33.travel

RIVER CRUISING: RUSSIA

MAKING BIG SAVINGS

are never Volga
BEYOND TRAVEL is offering savings of
up to $1,200 per couple on its 2018
boutique cruise tour in Russia along
the Volga River when booked and
deposited by July 31.
The 13-day ‘Volga Dream’ itinerary
offers first class service and facilities,
with prices now starting from $4,460 per
person twin share for departures in May,
June, July, August and September 2018.
It includes a six-night cruise aboard
the Volga Dream, an elegant and
intimate ship with only 56 staterooms
and more than eight different
categories.
It has all the facilities of the larger
ships, such as panoramic lounge
bar with live music, sundeck with
unobstructed views, wireless internet
throughout, fitness centre, sauna and
massage room, hair salon and a gift
shop.
Begin with three nights in St
Petersburg staying at a centrally
located five-star hotel and visit all the
highlights of the city with your small
group of 15 to 25 fellow travellers
and your English–speaking guide.
Board your vessel and enjoy port visits
to Mandrogi, Kizhi Island, Goritzy,
Yaroslavl and Uglich before reaching

The Volga Dream

your final destination of Moscow.
Spend three, five-star nights in
central Moscow and visit the Tretyakov
Gallery to view its collection of Russian
art, ranging from 12th century icons
to 20th century paintings. You’ll visit
the Kremlin for a tour of the Armoury
Museum, with its collection of Czarist
thrones, ceremonial crowns, coaches
and gifts of state, and the frescoed 15th
century Assumption and Archangel
Cathedrals.
Some extra special experiences
include a reception at the Governor’s
House in Yaroslavl, lunch in a traditional
log house, Russian tea ceremony and
cooking class, vodka appreciation
demonstrations, on-deck barbecue,
Russian language lessons and fine arts
and history lectures.
The cruise-tour is available in gold or
platinum class and includes six nights’
accommodation and daily breakfast in
deluxe centrally located hotels, all meals
on board the Volga Dream (including
complimentary wine with lunch and
dinner), daily sightseeing, cultural
programs, an English-speaking guide
and port taxes.
■ beyondtravel.com.au

Explore new frontiers on

waterways tours
GOOD NEWS for Aussies interested in Russia
with APT planning two river cruise departures in
August next year.
The 13-day ‘Russian Waterways’ itinerary
will traverse the network of rivers and lakes
that joins Moscow with St Petersburg, allowing
guests to discover city palaces, country towns
and Soviet era remnants.
The river cruising departures are designed
to tie in with APT land journeys such as the
10-night ‘Baltics Treasures’ tour from Helsinki to
Vilnius, and the ultimate Russian rail experience
– the Golden Eagle Trans-Siberian Express.
“For cruise lovers looking to explore new
frontiers, Russian river cruising offers stunning
scenery, fascinating history and the comforts
and conveniences of returning to the river
each night,” said Steve Reynolds, APT Executive
General Manager.
“And for travellers who are interested in
exploring Russia, they will find that river cruising
with an experienced operator such as APT
allows them to immerse themselves in the
destination and focus less on the logistics of
travel.”
The ‘Russian Waterways’ itinerary is priced
from $7,995 per person twin share and includes
10-nights cruising on board the MS Excellence
Katharina and two nights’ land accommodation in
St Petersburg and Moscow. It also runs in reverse
to meet with the ‘Baltic Treasures’ land tour, which
includes Helsinki, Tallinn, Riga and Vilnius, making
a complete itinerary of 23 days that is priced from
$13,890 per person twin share.
A range of super deals have been released
in conjunction with the brochure, including
a fly free offer for return international flights
from Australia on any itinerary that includes
the ‘Russian Waterways’ cruise. These deals
are subject to terms and conditions and are
available until August 31 or until sold out.
■ aptouring.com.au
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You deserve the best

REMARKABLE RHINE
BASEL TO AMSTERDAM | 9 DAYS
From

3,999

$

per person
cruise/tour only*

Join Uniworld on an enchanting all-inclusive luxury river cruise
journey through Germany & Switzerland countryside. Travel in
unlimited style and luxury on onboard the River Empress.
JEWISH HERITAGE PROGRAM:
These sailings feature our one-and-only Jewish Heritage
- themed program, with excursions and onboard
activities showcasing the rich Jewish legacy or Germany,
The Netherlands and Switzerland such as:
v

Basel’s Zionist Legacy

v

Alsace’s Jewish Past

v

Frankfurt Jewish Museum and the legacy of the Rothschilds

v

Cologne’s Jewish quarter

v

Portuguese Synagogue & Jewish Museum in Amsterdam

v

v

Gratuities on board and onshore

v

All meals & unlimited beverages onboard

v

North Sea

v

ENGLAND

THE NETHERLANDS

THIS NEW 2018 ALL-INCLUSIVE
LUXURY RIVER CRUISE INCLUDES
8-night cruise in a riverview stateroom onboard the
River Empress

7 days of excursionsLITHUANIA
fully hosted by English-speaking
local experts
Scheduled airport transfers on arrival and departure days

Amsterdam

BELARUS

Rhine River

POLAND

English Channel

Cologne

BELGIUM

GERMANY
Frankfurt
Oberwesel
Bacharach

LUXEMBOURG

UNIWORLD.COM | 1300 780 231

CZECH
REPUBLIC

UKRAINE

Speyer
Strasbourg

FRANCE

SLOVAKIA
Basel

SWITZERLAND

Conditions
AUSTRIA Apply. Advertised price is per person twin-share and inclusive of port tax and is based on Category 5 – 22 Mar 2018 & 28 Oct 2018 departures. Category upgrades and single
supplement charges will apply. Offers are subject to availability at time of booking and is valid for sale until sold. Prices and taxes correct a 20 Jun 2017. Uniworld reserves the right to withdraw
offer at any time without further notice. Capacity Controlled. For further details and for any available promotions visit uniworld.com or contact your preferred travel agent. UW159065277
HUNGARY

ROMANIA

RIVER CRUISING

DAYS OF WINE
AND VINEGAR
Here we look at some of the itineraries and exclusive tours that
guests can only experience on a Uniworld cruise.
CADILLAC, CHÂTEAUX
AND SAUTERNES VINEYARDS
WITH WINE-PAIRING LUNCH
AT CHÂTEAU DE CAZENEUVE
IT’S CALLED their noble rot. Botrytis
cinerea, a fungus that affects wine grapes,
results in a concentrated and distinctive
sweet wine that takes its name from the
region Sauternes. A tour with Uniworld
on the ‘Bordeaux, Vineyards and Chateau’
itinerary is devoted to an exploration of this
region and its delectable wine.
Guests will visit one of the area’s finest
estates for an intimate wine tasting as
special as the wine itself, sampling the
unique perfume and flavour of Sauternes.
After the tasting, guests will journey to
River Countess

Château de Cazeneuve, a polygonal 14th
century fortress with a royal pedigree.
A favoured residence of Henry IV, who
inherited it from his mother, Jeanne d’Albret,
the beautifully restored chateau still belongs
to descendants of the Albret family. Here
travellers will gather for a delectable wineparing lunch and learn how easy (and fun)
it is to pair a sweet wine with a whole new
variety of dishes.

AN EVENING OPENING
OF ST MARK’S BASILICA
The doors of this iconic cathedral in
Venice open especially for Uniworld’s guests
on the 2018 itineraries ‘Gems of Northern
Italy’ or ‘Splendours of Italy’. When you see
the glorious building in the evening light
(without the crowds) it’s impossible not to
gaze heavenward as you enter St Mark’s.
High overhead, domes are sheathed in
mosaics and intricate patterns of marble
are tiled on the floor. Guests can view the
famous altarpiece made by 10th century
Byzantine artisans who gilded it and
decorated it with precious gems (some
of which were subsequently stolen by
Napoleon). The building houses treasures
collected by Venetians over the centuries,
including the relics of St Mark and the
Tetrarch.

River Royale in Bordeaux

VISIT AND TASTING
AT THE DOKTORENHOF
VINEGAR ESTATE
For a different spin on the Palatinate
wine region, Uniworld guests can enjoy a
special vinegar tasting at the Weinessiggut
Doktorenhof estate that produces vinegars
from premium wines.
Gewurztraminer, silvaner, riesling and
pinot noir are aged with a century-old
vinegar ‘mother’, flavoured with a variety of
herbs and fruits. The results make a complex
and elegant aperitif intended to be sipped
from a specially designed long-stemmed
glass between courses or after a meal.
One Uniworld itinerary which features a trip
to the Doktorenhof estate is ‘Castles Along The
Rhine’. This is an eight-day trip from Basel to
Amsterdam where guests will discover Alsace,
whose dual French and German heritage has
given it a food and winemaking tradition that
goes back to the Romans. Visit historic castles
and cities, including Cologne and Strasbourg,
and taste white wines in the villages where the
grapes are grown.
Another great option – and new for 2018
– is ‘Remarkable Rhine’, a nine-day trip from
Basel to Amsterdam. Promising art, action and
authentic encounters, the itinerary showcases
The Netherlands, Germany, France and
Switzerland. Guests will visit art collections in
Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Cologne and Basel, as
well as more ‘Active Experiences’ excursions
than any other Uniworld river cruise.
■ uniworld.com/au
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RIVER CRUISING: ADVERTORIAL

RIVER CRUISE
IN RELAXED LUXURY
There are so many ways to explore the world but nothing compares
to the “just right” feel of an Avalon cruise. Offering exquisite service
that’s professional, friendly and comfortable (never stuffy!), our ships
become the perfect home away from home.

A holiday
.experience
.
like
.
.
.
no other

Cruises have been designed to include all the right things that we
know are important to your cruise enjoyment, while still leaving room
for your own preferences. It’s the difference between expensive
all-inclusive options and just the right level of inclusive.
Luxurious Accommodation All meals on board inc. Beer & Wine
Sightseeing with Certified Local Guides
Exclusive Local Favourites Gratuities & Port Charges Included

SURELY THE most scenic way to explore
a country is by river cruise, journeying
peacefully through picturesque countryside,
admiring the beauty of the surrounding area
and watching the world float by.
Whether passing by pretty villages,
enchanting castles and vineyards perched
on nearby cliffs in Europe, or meandering
alongside towering rice paddies, through
local communities and past riverside
markets in Asia, the ever-changing view is
sure to inspire.
With a vast array of itineraries on offer,
covering everything from the highlights
of Europe to established and emerging
destinations in Asia – and even the Amazon
jungle and Galapagos Islands – Avalon
Waterways has a cruise for everyone.
Navigating expertly along Europe’s
impressive rivers is Avalon’s fleet of elegantly
appointed ships, including its industryleading suite ships.
Avalon now offers 12 suite ships in an
overall fleet of 16, making its fleet one of
the youngest operating in Europe, with an
average age of around just three years.
Designed with Australian travellers in
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mind, Avalon’s Suite Ships, first launched
in 2011, offer 30 per cent more space than
the industry average and feature wall-towall panoramic windows that open to turn
the entire suite into an open-air balcony,
allowing guests to enjoy the outdoors
without sacrificing space. The room design
also allows guests to make the most of the
ever-changing view, with beds turned to
face the window, perfect for lazy mornings
watching the world pass by.
Avalon’s sense of relaxed luxury, when
combined with its unmatched service and
the array of inclusions, creates a holiday
experience like no other.
Travellers will find Avalon’s difference is
in the details, with the cruise line’s elegantly
appointed rooms complemented by stylish
amenities, state-of-the-art facilities – even
complimentary coffee and free Wi-Fi.
The cruise line’s meticulous attention
to detail extends to the mouth-watering
cuisine on offer – from regional delicacies to
traditional favourites, as well as Avalon’s new
Avalon Fresh menu, featuring an array of
healthy dining options.
Meanwhile on land, Avalon’s carefully

AVALON IS celebrating the release of its
main 2018 brochure with fantastic offers
across its range of Europe River cruises.
Guests who book a 2018 Europe river
cruise can SAVE UP TO $4,800 per couple!
Applicable cruises for the $4,800 saving
include ‘Magnificent Europe’, ‘The Rhine
& Moselle’, ‘The Blue Danube Discovery’,
‘Jewels of Central Europe’, ‘The Legendary
Danube’, ‘Grand Danube Cruise’ and ‘From
the Danube Delta to Prague’.
A selection of departures is available
on these cruises from April to October.
Conditions apply and the offer ends
August 4.

curated excursions – both optional and
included – have been designed to showcase
the highlights of each region, while special
themed itineraries immerse travellers in
their areas of interest, from culinary and art
experiences in France, to active discoveries on
the Danube and musical inspiration in Vienna.
The cruise line’s Asian itineraries also
include two new Suite Ships, launched in 2015.
Carrying a maximum of 36 passengers, Avalon
Siem Reap, operating on the Mekong River in
Vietnam and Cambodia, and Avalon Myanmar
on the Irrawaddy River, provide guests with a
stylish and intimate way to experience all these
fascinating regions have to offer
■ avalonwaterways.com.au

BIKE, HIKE & CANOE
YOUR WAY THROUGH EUROPE
Active Discovery on the Danube or the Rhine
These exciting itineraries truly energise the river cruising experience.
Offering a range of action-packed sightseeing options, you can bike,
hike or canoe, explore an ice cave or ascend a mountain on a
guided climb.
Every port gives you a world of possibilities as you interact with the
locals and choose the activities that appeal to you most. It’s the Old
World in a whole new way!
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GO WHERE
YOUR DREAMS TAKE YOU
Whether it’s a romantic mini-break, an extended exploration, or
maybe something in between… with Avalon, you awaken to the
best of Europe, Southeast Asia or South America.
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